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Husband Is Shot By His Wife's Young Lover
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And LeMoyne
Three Named To ASC Get EOC Grants

John Gammon, operator of allotments, price supports, the Senator Ross Bass announcman, who Perry Johnson, Jr., of 233-.1
25-year-old
A
a 1,000 acre farm at Marion, new tobacco program, feed ed recently that LeMoyne Colcaught his wife and her teen- Pauline Circle East, was shot
grain and wheat programs, lege and Southwestern are aArk., is one of the first three
age lover hiding in a closet in the left side of the neck afcost-sharing soil and water conearly Sunday morning, was ter he trailed Curtis Miller,
Negro appointees to the Agri- servation work, the conserve- mong the 19 Tennessee colleges
shot in the left hip when he 18, to an apartment at 244-D
cultural Stabilization and Con. lion reserve, and loans for and universities that will share
broke into an apartment and Pauline Circle.
in a total of 8525.388 in grants
servation State Committees, grain bins.
the boy began firing.
According to Homicide Insp.
according to an announcement Pay for their part-time servi- from the Office of Education.
In two other incidents which E. C. Swann, Johnson passed
this week by U.S. Department ces will be at the rate of $46.48 LeMoyne College will receive
occurred during the weekend, a malt shop where about 20
of Agriculture Secretary Or- per day plus traveling expens-- $24,499, and Southwestern $17,another teenager shot a man boys were standing and asked
ville Freeman.
es for every day they work. On 989 under the grants authorized
who insisted on begging for for a dime to get himself some
The other two men are Cald- the average, state committee- by Title C of the Economic Opmoney for wine, and a 51-year- wine. When Miller replied that
well McMillan, Annapolis, Md. men work five to ten days per portunity Act for participation 1
old man added some bullets to he did not have one, the vicin the Summer College work
and George W. Spears, Jr., month.
a dollar repaid an associate tim said, "You had better find
Merigold, Miss. The three men In Mississippi and Arkansas program.
one."
Friday morning.
are the first Negroes ever to the committeemen will be Senator Bass said these
According to police, Thomas As Miller and several other
serve on the important ASC mainly concerned with such grants are utilized by particiRaymond Savage, 25, of 1455 boys walked away, Johnson,
farm policy making commit- crops as cotton, peanuts, rice, pating colleges and universities
Doris, went to the home of who is employed as a nurse's
tees of their states,
soybeans and feed grains, and for employment of students
Mrs. Mildred Brazzel of 373-H aid, followed them as far as
from low-income families, in"The long overdue move," in Maryland with tobacco
Linden about 3:10 Sunday 244-D Pauline Circle, where
said Secretary Freeman, "is cluding high school graduates
DIVERSIFIED CROPS
morning and knocked on the they entered the home of one
who have been accepted by the
part of a stepped up program
of the youth's relatives.
door several times.
to bring agencies of Agricul- Mr. Gammon, a graduate of schools
for admission this
Arkansas State college and a
CHALLENGED BOY
When no one answered, Savture into full compliance with
fall.
former USDA employee, Ras
age decided to leave, but as Witnesses said the boys rethe spirit and the letter of the
farming since 1936. lie Ile added that under the probeen
he was going, Mrs. Brazzel mained inside the apartment
Civil Rights Act of 1964."
'grows cotton, wheat, rice, soy- gram which is aimed at giving
drove up in a cab.
for about 20 minutes and when
POLICY MAKERS
beans, hay, vegetables, live- employment to these students
Mrs. Brazzel entered her a- they opened the door. Johnson
so they may remain in school.
As State committeemen, the stock and catfish.
partment and told Mrs. Rebec- challenged Miller to come out
three farmers will help to for. Ile has sold as many as 25,-,students may work up to 15
ca Savage and Weslcv Jones, and put his hand in his pocket.
mulate ASC policies in their' 100 fish during a season to buy- hours, if they are enrolled in
19, of 230 N. Decatur, that Mr. Miller took a .22 calibre PisStates with respect to acreage'lers who come to his farm from ithe summer session, and may
Savage was outside looking for tol from his pocket and began
!work 40 hours a week if they
[Ss far away as North Carolina. are between sessions.
them and they clinibed out et firing. One bullet struck JohnAutomatic deepwell pumps
bed and got dressed, sccording son in the left side of the
Program,"
Work
College
"The
I
keep the water at the proper
neck, as Miller fled.
to police.
prov"has
said,
Bass
'Senator
level for his fish and rice. The
The following day, Miller,
sucmost
the
BROKE
of
WINDOW
one
be
to
en
mechanizrest of the farm is
who lives at 314 Decatur st.,
• •
•
under
programs
the
of
cessful
wife
The
her
and
friend
boy
plows
pull
ed. Four tractors
Was brought to police headOpporgot dressed and entered the
and other equipment on his the Office of Economic
quarters by his father and surhas given many
front
When
bedroom.
SavMr.
farm, a combine harvests his tunity, and
Frayser, and her aide, Miss Dorothy Cov•
HEADSTART AT HANLEY — Heading to
rendered. On Monday he was
William
PFC
Howard rice, wheat and soybeans, andiTennessee college students the
ington, who will be a senior at Tennessee age came back, Mrs. Brazzel charged with assault to murScruggs, 23 year old soldier, a mechanical cotton picker needed financial assistance to the cafetorium for a milk break at Ilanley
told him that his wife was not
der and carrying a pistol and
State university in the fall. Ilanley ElemenElementary school is one class of pre-school
who reportedly shot himself in gathers his 150-bale cotton continue their education."
in her apartment, and that he his
bond set at 81,000.
lary school got a head start in its Operachildren from all over the United States who
the chest last week with a 30- crop.
would have to leave.
James Barksdale, 95, of 494
are being introduced to education under
tion Headstart by holding classes for pre30 Winchester rifle, is said to
The husband then broke a Walker rear, was shot in the
WIFE HELPS
Operation Ileadstart. Seen at left is Mrs.
school children in two previous summers. window, opened the door and
be still on the critical list, al- This leaves Mr. Gammon
Amy Johnson, who is a first grader teacher
Mrs. Beulah Williams is principal of Han- on searching the apartment right arm and in the right side
alhough his condition has im- time to serve as president of,
of the abdomen on Saturday
at the Georgian Hills Elementary school in
ley. (Withers Photo)
found Jones and Mrs. Savage morning about 9:15 while leavhis division of the Arkansas
hiding in a closet. Jones was ing a sundry store at Fourth
Scruggs' mother, Mrs. Addie Farm Bereau Federation and
armed with a .39 calibre Colt
Scruggs of 1342 Quinn, has re- manager of his gin cooperative'
and Linden.
and shot Mr. Savage in the
ported that no one but his wife which turns out nearly 3,500
BULLETS ADDED
. MinInterdenominational
The
eft hip as he opened the clo- Mr. Barksdale had gotten inand her sister know exactly bales of cotton a year.
and
set door.
what happened concerning the Mrs. Gammon, who is a isters Alliance of Memphis
to an argument earlier with
County meets at the
The youth fled from the
shooting, but she (Mrs. Scruggs) grade school teacher in Mem.1 Shelby
1044 Mississippi Blvd.,
j The Binghampton Civic scene but was arrested later Jake Cunningham, 51, of 364
has not questioned either be- phis, helps with the record!YWCA,
debt.
June 28th at 11 a.
will present "An Even. Sunday evening where officers Linden, about a one dollar
cause the wife has been too keeping and also serves as as- on Monday.
Cunningham came into the
m.
ing of Tea with Fashions" on 'found the pistol and a box of sundry store and handed Mr.
emotionally upset.
sociate county home demonJacques E. Wilmore. regionYoung Scruggs, who was stration agent.
Sunday, June 20, from 4 to 6!cartridges.
1
Barksdale the dollar, and as
U.S. Civil,
Jones is being held on char- he was going out the door with
scheduled to leave Memphis for The Gammon's daughter, I- al director of the
Pm.
MemTwenty-two
from
Dennis,
boys
Davis,
chael
Matthew
be the
ges of assault to murder and
Viet Nam on June 26, and his da Marie, served in the Peace Rights Commission, will
it, Cunningham shot at him
phis are attending the Ameri- Melvin Herring, Larry William- The tea will be held at Les- ,carrying a pistol.
guest speaker.
wife Mrs. Annie Laura Scruggs Corps in Thailand after gradl uating from Fisk university. The Rev. S. A .Owen will can Legion Boys State on the son, Jordan Edward Johnson, ter Elementary school.
On
See HUSBAND, Page 2
11:30,
about
Friday
night,
BenFt.
from
returned
recently
campus of Tennessee A & I Alvin D. lientrel, Bruce Allen,
ning, Ga. where he had been She is now Mrs. Ida Mare lead the worship. The Rev. State University from June 13- and Fred Letherwood, of MaWilson and lives in Salisbury, John Charles Mickle, president,
stationed.
nasass High school; Jesse Louis
19.
• —,
will preside.
Md.
The program is held each Westbrook, Nathan Williams ;
year. and its purpose, is "to and Tommy Andrew Sullivan,!
inculcate a sense of individual Barret's Chapel High school.
obligation to community, state Also William Dickerson and
Nathaniel Edward Brown, Hamand nation."
Only eleventh grade boys ilton High school; Willie B.
are eligible to attend Boys Martin and Michael Howard
State, since they will have one Williams, Booker T. Washingmore year in high school and ton; Sidney Parham and Barwill be in a position to furnish ry Harris, Melrose High.
leadership not only in the Others are Marion Don Mm.
schools, but also in their com- bush, Father Bertrand; Danny
Crawford, Douglass High; C
munities during the year.
While in Nashville, the boys Miller Douglas, Geeter Inch.
are assigned to mythical cities Gerald Phillips Sinclair. Mitand counties within the "51st chell Road High school, and
I
State" and elect certain of the Lency C. Neely, Woodstock,
citizens to offices ranging from Accompanying the youths to
mayor of a city to governor of Nashville was Grover C. Burson, commander of Post No
the state.
27 of the American Legion and
BOYS AND SCHOOLS
Local boys attending and the chairman of the Autress Rus- 4ida"
schools they represent are Mi- sell Boys State.

Soldier Remains
On Critical List

Ministers To Hear
Jacques Wilmore

22 Local linth Go I Fashion Show
To Boys State AtTSU League

Family Of Eight
Vanishes In Miss.

•
PLANNING ANNUAL NAACP MEET—The
Committee on Convention Procedure of the
National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People met recently in New
York City to prepare rules and regulations
for the efficient transaction of business during the organization's 56th annual convention to be held in Denver June 2R-July 3.
Committee members participating in the
deliberations included, from left, Miss Carla
Adams, Program Planning chairman for
-c

co`

0

Finds Wife And Youth
'Hiding In The Closet

An all-out investigation by The disappearance of the
the Federal Bureau of Investi- Acker family, Loron, 44. a farm
tc•
gation to determine the wherethe Inter-Collegiate NAACP chapter, Mem- about of a Negro family who laborer, his wife Zella Mae and
phis, and a Memphis State university soph- disappeared three months ago their six children from the
small rural community of Calaomore; Atty. Paul Gibson, New York State is underway.
NAACP Legal Redress chairman, and comA Department of Justice hola in Hancock County, Miss.,
mittee chairman; and Miss Deborah Gil- spokesman said such an inves- was first revealed by Mrs. An- PROUD PARENTS AND GRADUATE —
Mississippi
Devine, a
breath, St. Paul NAACP Youth Council tigation is undertaken only nie
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Withers, Sr., of
Democratic Party
president and youth chairman of Region IV. when there Is the possibility Freedom
480 W. Brooks rd, were in Washington, D.
1.
May
on
Candidate,
Asthe
in
met
The 16-member committee
that kidnapping, violation of
C., recently for the commencement exersociation's national office and represented civil rights, or some other Fed- Mrs. Devine's statement that
cises of Howard University and to see Eradult and youth units in all sections of the eral crime has been commitnest. Jr., receive his degree with the class
See FAMILY, Page 2
nation — (Cecil Layne Photo)
ted.

of 1965. Young Withers was commissioned
into the United States Army Reserves and
Is seen here following his appointment as
a second lieutenant. The graduate attend.
ed 31anassas High School.

D

Golden Standardi Of Media Measurement

Mrs. Lillie K. Lewis
Opens New Office
Mrs. Lillie Kate Lewis, 20241 The new company is known
Keltner Circle, leader of sales as "Lewis Realty Company"
In all categories, as a sales- and is located next door to the
lady for a former well known Tri-State DEFENDER newsreal estate firm has announc- paper offices. Mrs. Lewis' loed opening of her own realty cation at 224 South Wellington
Street. offers plenty of off street
company.
parking.
The new building directly opposite Pentecostal Temple
Church of God in Christ is completely modern in every detail.
The Lewis Company was fornerly located at 1208 Thomas
Street with her husband, Warren Lewis, a well known figure in barber circles.
Mrs. Lewis studied at University of Tennessee before staining license to sell Real Esate. Since her sales position
he has undertaken numerous
other courses relative to the
realty business and with many
years of experience qualified
s a broker.
She is a graduate of high
school of the Louisville, Missystem
educational
sissippi
l and has been a Memphian for
,sometimes, a mother and homeLEO DEWITT
maker, also a very capable
Al Andrews of ANDREWS businesswoman.
OLDSMOBILE COMPANY, 961 She is the public relations afVnlon Avenue, Is pleased to an- filiate of Pentecostal Temple
nounce the promotion of Leo Be- Church of God in Christ, a
vritt to the position of Sales Re- choir member, and a member
presentative.
of the Harmony Group. She is
A trusted employee, Mr. De- well known in the real estate
witt has been with the dealer- echelons being known as "the
ship for about 50 years, and ts lady that sold North Memphis"
the oldest employee in point'of
during the mg exodus in that
service.
He accepts the promotion as a area.
challenge and invites his fries& Ted Brown, 2217 Curry, will
to contact him at T/6-3311.
act as Sales Manager for the
Married to Mrs. Gladys De- Lewis Company. Mrs. Lewis
Witt, a tesoher at capteville and her very capable staff will
vItlr High School. ha Is A maw
to serve
her of the Rock of Aires SI& be more than glad
thodist Church. The counts es- you in your Real Estate needs.
sides at 3013 Worthington M- The Company is specializing
aks
in remodeling, Sales, Loans
and new constructing.

LITTLE ROCK — Because of Our young people in the fugreatly expanding career op- ture must be well-educated andia
portunities, there is a vital need
well-trained, he said, or they.?
for reshaping the objectives
and programs of study of the will live in "a world of lost
nation's predominantly Negro dreams and unfulfilled opportucolleges, James S. Avery of nities."
Humbel Oil & Refining Com- He is now serving his second
pany said in the commence- term as president of
the Nationment address at Philander al Association of
Market DevelSmith College.
opers, a professional associaIn the past, when employ- tion of executives and management doors were closed, stu- ment people from both sales
dents at these institutions and and the public-relations field.
the colleges themselves were
severely limited by the old status quo, said Avery, who is also national president of a sales
executives' association and a
national vice-chairman of the
1965 campaign of the United
Negro College Fund.
Sixty-five to 70 percent of the
students at most such colleges
have been training for teaching, Avery said. Many others
are studying for the ministry.
"A college education was
only a limited license to move
into certain traditional fields of
endeavor," Avery said. "That's
how it used to be," but a new
day has arrived, he added, demanding expanded curricula
from the colleges, now that
there is equal access to a growmg number of occupations.
"Opportunities are now open
on the broad job front," he told
the graduating seniors. "You GRADUATES CUM LAUDE —
can make your own way as Mrs. M. R. Hassler, the former
ong as you bring competence Miss Charles Etta White of
Memphis, was graduated cum
and ability with you."
Gettitig this message of hope laude from Spelman college in
and opportunity across to Atlanta recently and was given
younger students will help her bachelor of arts degree by
"light the way" to higher edu- the president, Dr. Albert E.
cation, and "must become a Manley. Mrs. Hassler w a s
crusade" for teachers, leaders graduated as valedictorian
and the present generation of her class at Woodstock in 1%
and was named to 'Whoa Wh
graduates," Avery said.
Today's "most important re- A in o n g Students in Americitn
Continued From Page 1
sponsibility," he continued, "is College and Universities" ditting her junior year at Spelmali.
that of motivating people to the
the family had vanished withdevelopment of higher skills.' Commencement speaker w a s
out a trace was corroborated '
Mrs. Patricia Roberts Ilarris.
Pre cited estimates that proby a later investigation by the
fessional and technical jobs
MFDP, the family and the
will double in the next seven Chalk Marks
FBI, which said the family left
PLAN BENEFIT DANCE — Member of the Enchanters
Cornelia Jones, secretary; Mrs. Bettye Harris, vice Presi- years, while the demand for
"under circumstances which
unskilled employees stays at SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
Social club will present a dance at Curries Club Tropicana
dent, and Mrs. Eva Franklin, recording secreatry. In top
indicated a hurried departure.H
about the present level.
San Francisco city supervisor
on Friday night, June 18, and the proceeds will go to the
row, from left, are Mrs. Bessie O'Neal, business manager;
FOOD THERE STILL
Terry Francois is out to get
home for dependent children. Shown here during the planreporter,
Mrs.
Cara
Turner,
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Gary
Newman,
A meal ,cooked and ready to I
ning session are Mrs. Helen Cleaves, seated on floor; and
public
is
asked
to
support
the
Ara
Lee
Toes,
treasurer.
The
motorists who rub off the chalk
untouchserve, had been left
on sofa, from left are Mrs. Willa Glover, chaplain; Mrs.
project.
marks police make on their
ed; the family car was missing; no relatives had heard
tires to catch overtime parkers.
from any of the Ackers after
He proposed a law that would
the departure from the small
make the penalty for erasing
community where Ackers was
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
the marks five days in jail or
reported to have expressed his
NEW YORK — (NPI) — A of Negroes would unfold in July act. Those critical felt "a mon- groes, but it found few com- The Justice Detartment filed
ta first public accommodations a $50 fine.
opinions about two white candiunder state or municipal statu- when Title VD of the Civil strous bureaucracy will be need.
panies, North or South, with no suits in Florida and Tennessee,
dates.
tes on fair employment.
Rights Act of 1964, designed to ad to enforce the act."
accusing three restaurants of
Both Mr. and Mrs. Ackers
eliminate employmeat discrimi- On the other side, those see- Negro employes.
Some
executives
were
aiddiscriminating against Negroes.
were registered voters.
have
been
generally
Negroes
nation
based
on
race,
religion,
its
value
mentioned
as
ink,
cal of the law, while a majority
The Sovereignty
The Florida suit brought in
Commiscolor, sex and national origin,,points in its favor: "It puts the hired for only a limited range
"considerable g a p"between
U. S. District Court at Tampa
sion's reports that the Acker
goes into effect.
law on the side of what's right," of jobs in the South. Some plants
family is in Montgomery. Ala.,
policies favorable to Negro em- Title ViI, it was agreed, will ar.d "companies that want to In that sepal- have never em- named the defendants as Bernard L. Hook of Haines City,
and that Ackers has sent monplo
and actual practices have a "considerable impact on move ahead will be encouraged; Voycd Negro womea.
owner of the Circle restaurant
ey orders to pay for his car
Claude "Buddy" Young, for- was shown in a national survey American business,- even laggards will be prodded."
Fee Nevoes have been hir- in Polk County, and Earl J.
from that city, have not been mer Illinois and professional of maaufacturing and business
thQigh thousands of companies The survey indicated that ed for office work or promoted Bates of Lake Wales, owner of
confirmed.
star, whose speed and faculty companies.
have been operating for years lo-al customs would continue to to positions of responsibility in Bates Restaurant in Haines
All of the family's clothing, for acceleration made him an The survey pointed out that saw value
in the Civil Rights affect the employment of Ne- the South.
City.
except what they might have uncontainable breakaway run- few companies studies are doThe Tennessee suit, brought
been wearing, is still in the ner has been appointed to the ing
1,vell as they say they 1
in
U. S. District Court in Nashhouse.
staff of National Football woule like to do, or as well as
ville, was against .1. D. Butler
C
met
Commissioner
Pete
Rotheir
top
Leayue
officers think t h e.y i
and Ann Butler, owners of the
zelle.
are.
Rock City Cafe near Carthage.
Ycung ie. the first Negro Conducted by the National
The Justice Department now
named an assistant to the com- Industrial Conference board, the
has brought 17 suits seeking
Continued From Page 1
missioner.
survey iavolved chief executives
desegregation under the public
He will perform in various of 40 companies in various secaccommodations section of the
twice with a small revolver.
capacities in addition to direct- tions of :he country.
Call Johnetta Thomas
who 1964 Civil Right Act.
One bullet hit the victim in ing new programs designed to companies surveyed had Negro ATLANTA — (Special to the voter registration, political ed- Government officials
MartinL ucation and community orga- will address the orientation Seven were in Mississippi,
the right arm between his wrist benefit all l"FL teams, accord- employes, few had many in up- DEFENDER
ther King, Jr's Southern Chris- nization.
group represent such agencies four in Louisiana, two in Alaand elbow, while the other en- ing to James Kensil, league pubt
jobs, whether' th
bama and one each in Georgia
30 - 5:00 P.M.
tered the right side of his sto- lice relations director.
North or South. Generally, the tie!' Leadership Conference of- The six-day orientation ses- as departments of labor, com- and South Carolina.
mach.
Kensil said Young was per- sql Jo us Artern.its KftnottlIV ficially launched the most com- sion is .under the direction of merce, agriculture and the ofCunningham
was charged sonally picked by the commis- study indicated, Negroes a r e prehensive voter registration Bayard Rustin, executive di- fice of economic opportunity.
with assault to murder and car- sioner who described him as still being hired for the low-pay- project ever attempted in the rector of the A. Philip RanSouth by a civil rights organi- dolph Institute in New York
rying a pistol, while Barksdale "highly qualified to perform the ing, low-status positions.
is in John Gaston hospital in job which is vitally important The report further noted that zation.
City. His orientation associate
Hundreds of university in- is Norman Hill of the Industrial
fair condition.
to the league."
a new phase it the employment
istructors and students arrived Union Department, AFL-CIO.
here from points throughout Both Rustin and Hill are vetthe nation for an intensive six- eran civil rights leaders. Rusday orientation program as tin directed the 1963 March on
part of SCLC's summer com- Washington and Hill was once
munity organization and poli- program director of the Contical education project called gress
of
Racial
Equality
(SCOPE).
(CORE).
, SCOPE is under the direction Among the many distinguish'of Hosea Williams, a key aide ed educators and government
to Dr. King. Williams also di- officials participating in the
rected the triumphant Selma orientation program are promito Montgomery march.
nent authorities on Negro hisWilliam said that his SCOPE tory, John Hope Franklin of
project is designed to involve the University of Chicago and
DR. M. L. KING, JR.
entire communities in a coor- C. Vann Woodard of Yale Unidinated program of massive versity.
Dr. King will address the
orientation session in Morris
Brown College's Joe Louis gymnasium. Dr. King, Bustin, Wu.
llama and Hill will hold a news
conference later. The site of
the news conference has not
yet been announced.
JOHN FORD'S
More than 1,000 orientation
participants are living on the
campuses of Clark, Morehouse,
and Spelman Colleges and at
No matter how much you spend on hairdressings
the Interdenominational Theological Center. All orientation
DO YOU GET THE HAIR CONTROL
programs and activities are
Direct from its
YOU REALLY WANT?
centered in this academic comreserved seat
Are you paying more for your hair dressing and getting less
munity.
holding control? Look to Royal Crown ... the soft hair dressing
engagement.
After tte orientation ends,
that's just right for your hair. Never too light, never too heavy.
Royal Crown with special oils beneficial to your hair and
he students will go out into
scalp gives you conditioning arid hair control for that soft,
more than 75 Black Belt counnatural look. So, if you're looking for a hair dressing to softly
ties in Virginia, South Carolina,
control your hair, do as millions of others do—buy famous
North Carolina, Alabama, FloRoyal Crown Hair Dressing.
Georgia. SCOPE
and
rida
workers will not go into Mississippi but will support voter
registration programs there under the auspices of the Freedom Democratic Party.
Williams said that within a
le-week period, SCOPE will attempt to register a half mil4merica's Most Famous Name in Good Grooming
lion Negroes in the six states
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Classes
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Peace Corper
Learns About
U.S. Abroad
NEW YORK — One of the
first Peace Corps veterans to
graduate from Yeshiva Univer
idly believes her service abroad helped her "learn as I
much about America and A•
mericans as I did about Africa and Africans."
Mrs. Ophelia Gone, a member of the first Peace Corps,
team to venture abroad, made
her observation as she prepared to receive a master's of arts
degree in educational guidance
from the Ferkauf Graduate
School of Education of Yeshiva
University on Tuesday, at the
34th
annual commencement
exercises of America's oldest
and largest University under
Jewish auspices.
The exercises will be held
on the Danciger Campus, 185th
Lockridge, who won TSU's first W. J. Hale
F. Mason, president; Elias Williams, parliamentarian of St., and Amsterdam Avenue. TOP STUDENT—Tennessee State universt.
aik HOST TO VISITING MORTICIANS—The annual Bi•State
scholarship fund award as the top honor •
ty's recent commencement speaker. Dr.
local and state president; Henry Ford, sergeant-at-arms, Manhattan.
Convention of Tennessee and Kentucky Funeral Directors
student. Shown at right is Dr. W. S. Davis,
Broadus N. Butler, of the United States De•
('ollierville. and J. S. Edwards, executive secretary. Stand•
Mrs. Gone, a Negro who
and !Morticians association was held this week from June
president of Hie university.
Education and Welfare,
Hisalth,
of
pertinent
C.
Hayes,
D.
Taylor.
Oates,
S.
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are
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from
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host
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and
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Motel,
13-15 at the Lorraine
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Edward,
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secretary;
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to
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City
were members of the Bluff
and Chester Jean, Collierville. A memorial service was Peace Corps assignment, said 1
Linda Pegues, Louella Prince,
sociation. Seated from left are N. J. Ford, public relations
held at Olivet Baptist church. — (Withers Photo)
her association with fellow
11,oretha Pryor, James Lee Rice,
director; V. B. Barlow, vice president, Convention; Arthur
Peace Corpsmen taught her
Jr., Roger Rogers, Robert Lee
that "Americans from differSims, Clayton A. Singleton, Elent parts of the country nave
flora Slay, McArthur Douglass
very different cultural backSmith. Sallie Hammond Thom• grounds and habits."
as, Carolyn Ann Thomas, Cynthia Site Walker and Alonzo .
"I never really knew as much
Whitlock, Jr.
about my country as I thought
I did", she ent on, and the Thirty-eight Memphians were Carol Ouida Bass, Jeanette The Memphians received dePeace Corps experience helped among the 322 students com- Bates, Flora Mae Beasley, An- grees in the standing-room only.
me appreciate being an Ameri- pleting their work for degrees na Marie Blakcmore, Louise V. 4,500-seat Kean hall, where the
Benjamin Franklin McLaurin, have been awarded the Assoc- can more than I ever had be- in the graduating class of Ten- Pope Brooks, Pauline Cox, Car- school conferred 305 bachelor
nessee A&I State university in rie Dukes, Opal Edelweiss degrees, 27 master's degrees
president of Coahoma' Junior iate of Arts degrees.
fore."
Pearl and commissioned 22 second
Downs Ervin, Annie
Nashville last week.
College in Clarkdales. Miss., The McLaurin influence has
The speaker for the 'occasion Falls, Regina Helen Ferguson, lieutenants into t h e United
was honored recently as the Al- extended to other phases of
Young,
M.
By Whitney
was Dr. Broadus N. Butler, of Amy Lee Gray and Mildred States Air Force Reserve.
cornite of the Year by the Al- community life. He is a leader
Executive Dir•ctothe Department of Health, Edu- Laroy Guinn.
corn A & M College Alumni As- in Friendship AME Church and
jam-packed 53rd coin1 The
National Urban Leavie
cation and Welfare, who told OTHER SENIORS
sociation. The 1965 Alcorn gradI mencement program made his.
the students that "You must Also Curlene Faye Hamilton,
uate was cited for having renit was
hear the awesome responsibili- Evelyn Ilarbin, Otis L. Hayes, i tory in two respects, as
idered distinguished services as
time
baccalaureate
first
the
the
greatest
the
this
making
of
ty
community
and
an educator
Arthur Moses Hall, Juanita
technological and industrial na- Johnson, George Jones, William and commencement services
leader.
ever
has
world
the
that
tion
serhis
for
Early foundations
GROVE CITY. l'a. — (UPI)
. •ety of Warren Jones, Bennie McGloth- were held on the same day, and
Forivices were laid in Covington
— Negro churches sent dele- seen into a great
in, Nathaniel A. Miles, Alma the first time an outdoor acadBy flouting all the rules of bu- at least one hot meal daily.
beings."
human
imwhere
Mississippi,
gates for the first time yesterJean Mitehell, Rubye Gee emic parade at TSU had been
inertia, Project Head some, they will get their first County'
were
graduates
Memphis
The
teachings
spiritual
bued with the
day to the annual meeting of the
Start—a new, $62,000,000 chance dental and medical examinaand devoted
Western Pennsylvania Coder- Mrs. Norish Trueman Adams, Moore, Shirley Beatrice Newby, stopped by rain.
for the children of the poor— tions. Others will get eyeglasses of a minister-father
ence of the Methodist Church.
will break like summer lighting their parents could not afford, mother, he attended the public
The Negro churches were apof his home community.
on the American landscape in Dr. Julius B. Richmond, pro- schools
cepted as members of the conject director, says Head Start Further educational preparation
the days ahead.
ference last year.
If successful, the Federal pro- will attack the health deficien- came from his studies at AlTuskeTheir ministers lay delegates
gram will rain a torrent of edu- ces of the children enrolled; em- corn A & M College and
were greeted with a formal
cational vitamins on some 500,- phasize communication skills; gee Institute. President McLaurdegree
his
Master's
earned
Jung, wealthy front 31 years a woman v.ould strike up an
000)pre-school children from dis- expose them to art and music in
speech and an informal cheer By PETER II. RUTLEDGE
with a man. Then,
a
operat•cquaintance
and reading; motivate them to from New York University.
advantaged homes,
from about 1,000 white delegates United Press International under the big top and
while the woman was in the
By the end of the month, more learn; and expose them to the Mr. McLaurin began his cawhen they showed up at the NEW YORK — A young Ne- ing a "Fun Factory" in Floriman's room, her male accomYork's
than 2,600 individual projects wider world beyond their slum reer as an educator in 1935 as
opening of this year's sessiol. gro couple from NOW
da. was beaten so severely on plice would enter and rob or
"hophead jungle" was seized
teacher at Coahoma County
are expected to be authorized or rural shanty town.
"This is an historic moment," and charged with battering the head that he suffered shake down the male.
by R. Sargent Shriver, director One thorn in Head Start's side Agricultural High School in
a conference spokesman said. lovable 65-year-old circus clown multiple skull fractures, scalp Police refused to say whether
of the Office of Eccnomic Op- is nettling racial bias against Clarksdale. After stints with
In a report of the confereace, Paul Jung to deLth with the wounds and brain dainage. A Jung knew the alleged killers
portunity (0E0).
Negro and other children of mt. Farmers Home Administration,
Dr. A. Culmer Schultz of Kane brass nozzle of a fire hose last fragile. 5 foot 11•inch, 140-pound before his death, or whether
man. he limped because of an
B. F. McLAURIN
In paying out up to 90 per cent,nority groups. To underscore Farm-Garden Food Preservesaid congregations completed April 21.
they, gained entry to his room
of the cost of an eight-week its determination to impartially lion and as a teacher at Florida
$1.5 worth of capital improv- Allen Jones, 24; an unemploy- injury suffered when he was through a ruse.
movecharitable
and
civic
in
slimmer program, his office administer the grants, 0E0 sent Normal College, he returned to
a ed laborer, and Marian De- a trapeze artist.
exceeded
and
year
last
ments
The two defendants appeared
McLaurin
President
hopes to reach half of the 1,000,- trouble•shooter Jack Gonzales accept the appointment of su- ments.
million in contribu- berry, 21, who, police s a i d, His pajama-clad body, cover- nonchalant but fatigued during
as an Elk, goal of $3.2
education, mis- lived together in Harlem while 1 ed with a bedspread, was their arraignment.
4100 youngsters whom Mrs. Lyn- and a staff of investigators to perintendent of Coahoma High holds membership
higher
for
tions
Mason. He
applications from 17 School, which after the third as an Omega, and a
8.:F.on Johnson described as being check
trying to support a $40-a-day sprawled across a narrow ensions and care of the aged.
year of his administration ex- operates a 550-acre plantation Schultz said conference mem- heroin habit, were a-raigned tryway into his room. There The woman twice stiffled a
"lost in a gray world of poverty southern and border states.
yawn.
counBolivar
and
Coahoma
in
was no sign of forced entry.
and neglect" and to "lead them His staff told applicants that panded its offerings to the junbership declined from 230,000 to before Criminal Court Judge
ties
Manual A. Gomez on a charge How the killers gained entry At one point Miss Deberry
into the human family."
car pools or buses which picked ior college level, the first junior Contribeting to the achieve- 227,737.
of homicide. Gomez held them to Jung's room remained a leaned over and whispered
Of them, Mrs. Johnson said, up white youngsters would be college for Negroes in Missisments of Mr. McLaurin through- —
without bail and slated a hear- mistery, hidden behin d new something to Jones. They said
"Some don't know even a him- required to pick up colored chil- sippi.
dehis
been
has
the
out
years
have
for June 15.
they
ing
As
legal restrictions here designed nothing to the court.
president of Coahoma Jun.
dred words because
dren, too. The staffs, also, would
A police affidavit said t h e to keep certain information
not heard 100 words.. Some have to be mixed. Gonzales said, ior College he has devoted his,voted wife, the former Miss SezThe two, without visible
energies toward promoting the', zie Mae Weakley, whom he marcouple beat Jung and robbed from the public before trial.
don't know how to sit in a chair or not be funded.
means
of support, were assignphases
of
a
in.
as
the
growtho
have
1 him of $40 and a typewriter in But it was known that police
because they don't
ried in 1940 and from which inThe hill country of northern
his
,.
his room at the Forrest hotel, for weeks had solid leads to ed legal counsel. Their courtmuch as a chair. Some have Louisiana, southwest Georgia stitutionU d
Benja_ Ifl
sons,
come
two
has
on
a short distance from Madison the killers and had been scour- appointed attorneys asked that
ever seen a book or held a flow-,and coastal South Carolina," he the enrollment has risen from I
24 in 1949 to 527 for the 1964-65 min Franklin Jr. and Johnnie
Square Garden. Jung, of Tam- ing the eastern seaboard in a the court record show that any
among the "worst
were
said
pa, Fla., had performed at the search for them. A reliable
Some social workers have areas" from the standpoint oflacademic year, 1019 graduates William.
by the dela'.
Garden with the Ringling Bros. source said the police were statements made
been critical of the 0E0's speed compliance. Surprisingly, he
dents were made under "threat
&
a
and
Bailey
Barnum
Circus
couple
seeking
who
•
worked
—
Va.
in devising and funding the pro- found that in Mississippi "they
BUCKHANNON, W.
the old badger game, whereby of fear and force."
shortly before his death.
jects. But this necessity was want the money" and were will(UPI) — Racial separation of
prompted by the failure of the ingto integrate.
white and Negro Methodist
public's old and staid methods
: Churches in West Virginia offiIn too many cities, North and
lb accomplish the same ends.
by the time Negro, Puercially ended in an historic move
Thus, in 261 of the countries;South,
Rican, Mexican, or other chit.
which Bishop Fred G. Hollo300 poorest counties, churches,
ac from disadvantage
way called "a high moment in
welfare and health agencies, dren
the sixth grade,,
'
the history. of Methodism in
schools, settlement houses, fra.lgrounds reach
years behind their
West Virginia."
ternal, sorority and women's, they are
achievement
the
on
'counterparts
off my back."
clubs are preparing to open
Formally merged into the
uts WASHINGTON — (U P I) — big money
dropouts
the
are
They
scores.
operaYork
best show Ted Knap of the New
doors to Head Start
West Virginia Methodist Confail- Without a doubt, the
tomorrow's
future,
the
,of
first
the
asked
in town is run hy preacher- World-Telegram
tions in the weeks ahead.
ference at its annual meeting
politician-Congressman - author- question: "boy are you
here were 41 Negro Methodist
Thiseffort goes beyond tradi• urea.
could
Start,
Head
money?"
thz
Operation
raise
Clayton
to
Adam
vivant
orator-bon
preacherchurches formerly aligned with
tional day care services — a
to
answer
imaginative
—
free
though
old
an
Baptist
s
"As
its
an
And
Powell.
the National all-Negro Central
field in which America lags be--be
doors to creative and Powell picked up some 1 o o s e ane humble parish priest I'm Jurisdiction.
hind many industrialized na- open the
citizenship for change in his latest extrava- ping to pass the plate," he
tions. Its aim i% not merely to constructive
In a brief address at the meryoungsters. The nation will ganza.
said, lighting up a tiparillo.
baby sit but to open the child's'these
,ger ceremony, Holloway said:
whethsee
to
Democrat's
carefully
York
New
it
The
h:m,watch
the
to
turned
questioning
The
After many years, the barmind to the world around
the children of harshest critics may knock his
rier that has existed by reason
to prepare him for success wherZer it can help
pov- head off in eint, but they're New York political situation.
of
cycle
the
break
poor
or-the
-grade
been era-I
first
he or she begins
tree. Powell announced his support of race and color has
erty and stand on their own two sure to turn out for his
dicated.kindergarten in the fall.
jr.
wheeling news conferences. If of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
All children enrolled will getifeet.
Representing the all-Negro
— there's no news, at least there's fer mayor.
Washington Conference to which
always a chuckle or two."
Someone wanted to know why the churches formerly belonged
A recent conference. producdidn't run.
was Bishop Edgar Love of Bal.
ed, directed and starred-in by Powell himself
who expressed a "feel-I
the Harlem Globetrotter, could He surveyed the carpeted and timore,
joy" over the merger.
be called the "Best of Powell." oak splendor orthe committee ing of
Love said that ever since the
It was staged in the House Edu- room for a mom-nt. "How
Central Jurisdiction was estabcation and Labor Committee
grandeur
this
all
leave
I
could
the ho:ae of'room, which is done in Cleolished in 1939, he and other NeDETROIT — (UPI) — A,refusing to protect
Aia.,1Gieseppe Stanzione from a mob patra-modern, a mile-' igh and for City Hall?" He got no re- gro church leaders had "worked
Montgomery,
former
diligently to do away with it."
all blue plush. Poweo is com- ply.
newspaperman was scheduled on Sept. 2, 1963.
Stanzione had wittee chairman.
thought
mob
The
in
prosecution
the
for
gs,to testify
home to a ,,Hello, Mr. Chairman," I said
Federa: court trial of Dear- sold or rented his
family, and allegedly Ito him in the lobby just before
born Mayor Orville Hubbard Negro
the house and h made his entrance.
and two others on charges of milled around
"'kilo baby," he said.
conspiring to violate the civil stoned it.
Stanzione testified Wednesday The show was on.
rights of a Dearborn resident.
had
et;ring a television b 1 u
Hubbard
Federal Judge Wade McCree, that Mayor
CENTRAL-UNITS • WINDOW-UNITS
Jr., ruled Wednesday that the'threatened to have him deported shirt and a sparkling white
FANS
reporter, William T. Johnson, Che did not stop complaining jacket, Powell was all grins as
Jr., formerly of the Montgomery about the mob attack on hi4 he surve:ed the scene from the
astro•
in
personal
row
his
born
to,
of
was
Ranzione
home.
to
allowed
Ad ertiscr, would be
Home Remodeling — Den Additions
Italy, but his mother was an dome.
testify.
be
In an interview with Mayor American citizen, and he said He had two reasons to
Kitchens Remodeled
liabbard in 1956, Johnson had he came to the United States happy. his most recent political
F.H.A. and CONVENTIONAL FINANCING
quoted Hubbard as saying "I when he was 22 so he could be- foe New York 111...!yor Robert
am for complete segregation come a citizen automatically F. Wagner, had announced he
FREE ESTIMATES
would not run for another term.
... I tell the Negroes the same under Immigration laws.
lie said that later, Hubbard and Powell had just settled a
th:ng."
a meeting with him 16-year-old tax case against him
Johnson told newsmen that:arranged
mayor told him he was for $27,000 — $13,669 less than
the
and
voluntart.
testifying
not
he was
sorry about the mob incident the govemmeet wanted — and
FURNITURE IL APPLIANCE CO.
ly.
and asked if he needed help in all charges of fraud were drop'
along:
Hubbard Is charged,
He said Hubbard told ped.
275-8451
1284 Jackson Ave.
way'
with Dearborn Public Safety''
SEAORAll DISTILlERS COMP* N.Y.C. 90 PROOF, 011111110 DRY tiut 11110110 FROM AMERICAN GIAIV.
him he knew nothing about the The tax case, he told his ailDirector George Lewis and PG'iincident because he was out of dience of 50 newsmen, tourists
an.: Powell fans, "represents a
ice chief Girrison-Clayton oil town.
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Most churches are now conVERSE FOR THE WEEK
"For ye know the grace of our ducting their annual vacation
Bible
though
Schools. Parents will help
Lord Jesus Christ, that
He was rich, yet for your sakes themselves and their children
Be became poor, that ye through by sending them to one of these
His poverty might be rich" (11 schools.
NEW BUILDINGS
Corinthians 8:9)
"For ye know"— Happy are The Vance Avenue Church of
we of whom this is true. He Christ is erecting a very spacihas made Himself known as a ous and beautiful auditorium
Savior delighting in mercy and next to their present location on
Vance Avenue. When it is con
salvation.
pleted, it will be one of the mosi
"The grace" — Grace is love
beautiful ones in Memphis.
working for us in the midst of
METROPOLITAN
our need.
Metropolitan Baptist Church,
"Of our Lord Jesus Christ"—He
pastored by the Dr. S. A. Owen,
Is Lord of all, in His hand there
is nearing the completion of a
is blessing for everybody.
recreational building located on
"'That, though He was rich" their property at Walker and
— His riches were eternal, all McDowell Street. To the writthe riches of Heaven's glory be- er's knowledge this will be the
longed to Him.
first building of this kind among
"Yet for Your sakes" — Yes, Negroes in the city of Memphis.
He
not,
Him
loved
who
"PASTOR OF THE WEEK"
us
For
left Heaven's riches and glory This column salutes the Rev.
and came down where we were L. H. Aldridge, pastor of the
Greater Mount Pleasant Baptist
in our sin and need.
"Re became poor" — Not only Church located at 47 West Dewas He poer at Bethlehem. but soto Street, for his outstanding
at Calvary. He was poor and a- work among young people in
lone, forsaken of God and Man. Smith Memphis.
"That ye through His poverty Reverend Alridge conducts, a
might be rich" — As Christians kindergarten at his church and
we are rich now and shall be ;takes much time and patience
lin the development of boys in
rich eternally,
TOP FARMERS ON ASC — The first three
character building and respect
Annapolis, Md., and George W. Spears,
DINKINS ADDRESSES
Negro appointees to Agricultural Stabilifor the church..
MINISTERS
Jr., cotton, grain and livestock farmer of
continue
to
Lord
the
"May
zation
and
Conservation
Min(ASC) State Corn'
The Interdenominational
Merigold, Miss. At bottom Mr. McMillan is
Isters Alliance met in its month- bless him in this great work." mittees are outstanding farmers. From left
shown cuti‘ating tobacco on his farm. The
CHAPEL
COLLINS
24,
May
are John Gammon, 1,000-acre cotton, grain
-ly meeting Monday.
three men will help to establish important
1965 at the YWCA, 1044 Missis- Father's Day will be observed
and fish farmer of Marion, Ark.; Caldwell
farm policy in theirs states. (USDA Photo)
Colm.
at
p.
4-6
from
June
20
sippi Blvd.
McMillan, corn, bog and tobaeco farmer,
The group was the recipient of lins Chapel CME Church, corner
with
Orleans,
and
Washington
of
mesinspirational
a helpful and
sage delivered by Dr. Dinkins, a tea sponsored by the Co-OperPresident of Owen College, who ative Circle. The tea will bc
spoke on "Church Related In- held in the lower level of the
church.
stitutions of Learning."
He stressed the great need of A very interesting program
such institutions and Challenged has been planned. Prizes will
the ministers to continue to sup- be given to the oldest and the r
and also to the
port these institutions. Reverend youngest father
J. C. Mickle is President and father with the largest number
children.
CANTON, Miss. — (UPI) -- Bartee, 22. was admitted to
Reverend H. L. Starks is Sec- of
Mrs. Jimmie S.. Dickey is Police said a Negro army lieu-I university hospital in nearby
retary of the Alliance.
Rev,
Circle
tenant
and
was severely beaten when Jackson, where a spokesman
president of the
SUPPORT THE YMCA
Two very outstanding and William Smith is pastor of the he and his wife went a white said he suffered ''multiple fa.
nightclub
near here.
cial injuries," which would rehelpful organizations of our city church.
Madison County sheriff Jack quire plastic surgery. Hospital
are now conducting their annual A Fellowship Banquet atmCauthen
said
Lt.
Harry
Bartee,
officials
said he was "not in
Street
membership drives. The YMCA sored by the Pillow
a Canton native who recently any danger," but that plastic
and NAACP deserve the support CME church will be held at returned
from North Carolina surgery could not be performof every minister and church in the St. Andrew AME church AlsT College,
was beaten at ed until swelling had subsided.
Friday, Jul 30 and the
Memphis.
the club, located about six "It appears the participants
A 'small donation of ten or (if- speaker will be Charles Fleer, miles north of Canton.
in the beating were from outteen dollars will help these or director of the Neighborhood The sheriff vowed that
"ar- side the county,'' Cauthen said.
ganizations to *continue their Youth Corps.
rests will be made . . . I can't Barteen reportedly had stopgreat work. Churches or pastors MEN'S DAY will be observ- say when, but we will get the ped at
Canton, his hometown,
can send their contributions to ed at the church next Sunday, responsible." He said an in in route to an assignment
in
the Abe Scharff YMCA. 254 S. and the 3 o'clock speaker will , vestigation was under way and California after being
commis
Lauderdale Street and the Mem- be Rev. J. L. Lindsey, Pastor "this thing will be pushed o,sioned a second lieutenant
upon
phis Branch NAACP 234 Hernon- of Pilgrim Rest Baptist church the fullest.'graduation from college.
Rev. R C. George. Jr.. is thc
do Street.
VACATION BIBLE SCHOOLS pastor.
-----

Zambian Wives Of Students
Abroad Cause Social Problem
LIVINGSTONE, Zamb ia — the gap in experience and edu• active part.
(NPI) — A serious social prob cat:on between husband a n d
lem is the making among wives1 wife, invariably teeds to instabi. "You speak of friendly relit tions with
th all countries an
of the growing number of Zam- Illy of the marriage.
bian males who qualify for The problem also begets idle- know that yo.. start here,
overseas training, ac2ording to ness, prostitution and drunken- home, in offering the hand oh
Princess Nakatindi, parliament- ness about y oun g unmarried friendship a n d understanding
ary secretary to the Ministry women and girls, she declared. . . . Again you seek to promote the use of knowledge and
of Labour and Social DevelopPrincess Nakatindi suggested skills
ment.
and to support the prothe association and affiliated grr
ms of the United Nadons
The problem, she asserted in organizations overseas w ork
a speech before the 29th annual out some means of providing and other world governmental
,,
,a
Tnhijz
sa
,tlio
nnsi.
ts
co,iference of the Zambia As- facilities for the wife to accom- or:
sociation of Women's Institutes, pany her husband and to take
elf is evidence of
is clmilar to the age-old one of special courses to fit her for her the high qualities of your Assothe "girl who is left behind." mate's new status.
ciation for, as you know, our
She pointed out that, except
faith in the United Nations is
"I think the time is oppor•
grf,T
ath
."
In special cases, schola.-shIps do
e
tune for all women's organiza.
Lot provide for the student's
women of the
lawny, and little or no thought i lions in Zambia to pool their ef- he observed, "can do world."
regardless of their polIti.
much to
Is given to the stiain on family forts,
help maintain the faith."
relationships this type of sepa- cal affiliations, to woik out programs
and
schemes
in
this
conration could have.
nection," she asserted.
She observed that a solution
"It it only by doing so that
might be self-organized women's clubs — "a very g o o d i we can conquer most of these
thing, because not only do wom- social problems," she declared.
President Kenneth Kaunda, at
en learn new skills from each
the opening of the first annual
other, they also learn how to
conference of the National As- WASHINGTON — (NPI) —
run their own affairs and make
sociation of Business and Pro- Experienced automobile mechtheir own decisions."
fessional Women of Zambia, al- anics are needed as Peace
On the other hand, Princess, luded to the problem and stress- Corps volunteers in the West
Nakatindi said, the husband's ed the importance of women's African republic of Guinea.
plight is no easier. Ile finds it role, and the need to expand These volunteers will werk in
hard to eoacentrate on his stud- their activities in "every aspect three major vehicle repair centers in Conarky, Guiena's capiies because he is constantly of our national life.
worrying about his family.
"Great challenges lie ahead tal city; Mamou and Macenta.
The wife, she added, probably for all of us and you must not Those assigned to thcse refeels a little less qualified to leave it to the men alone to,pair depots will train Guineans
serve a much more enlightened face them. There is an urgent in diesel and gasoline engine
and aevanced husbani when he need for the women of Zambia repair, fuel and electrical sysreturns home. This widening in to play an ever-increasing and tems and welding and soldering.
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1n mississippi
Bar

Group To Press Case
N.J.GOP Woos Negroes
Against T V Station
With 'Action' Center
YUP.K (

—
— The oi,t rimination
United Church of Christ ailPlans were
revealed to
NEWARK, N.J. — I NPI) — (Tinted, it was reported, flounced that it would enlist the 'set
up an extensive monitoring
In what is considered an effort'with the businessmen guiding laid of the National Council of
to woo the Negro and the Negroes in setting up and run- iChurches and civil rights organ- program of Southern Radio &,
white voter sympathetic to the nin,g businesses.
;izations in its crusade to see Television broadcasts.
Negro's cause, the Republican' The center, located in the ', that Negroes and other minorA spokesman said the church;
party opened its first "corn- heart of the Negro section, is.Ity groups are treated fairly
by will take to the U.S. Court of
munity action" center in the designed to seek jobs for Ne- southern radio and 'television
Appeals the recent 4-2 decision
nation.
groes and improve job °poor.,facilities,
by the Federal Communications
The center is being operated tunities. Volunteer social workThe church said it intends to Commission (rcc) to renew the
by the Committee of 60, or era will be asked to counsel continue to
press its case license of Jackson television staganired by a group of progres- families and help them find !against a Jackson, Miss.,
tele- lion WLBT for a probationary
sive Republicans in Washing- heifer housing,
vision station accused of racial one•year period.
Ion last January.
, The committee in New JerNewark was selected becauseisey is headed by Thomas H.
of its large Negro population,, Kean of Livingston. Kean said
approximately half of its 400,' "The program will give Repub000 residents.
beans the opportunity to put
words have
It will furnish assistance to actions where
the indigent and help Negroes been."
get better housing and employ-I The center will be financed
ment. Volunteer GOP lawyers by funds collected during a reand businessmen will be re- cent drive in New York.
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CAR WASH $
Sot or Sun SI 25
Sat. Open IS AM to 6 P
Sun. Open I AM. to 2 PM

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

•

)
.74-Th CART HOME SAVINGS!

CONGRATULATIONS TO MRS. H. G. BODEN,
504 North 28th St. West Memphis, Ark.
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CONGRATULATIONS to the 20 T.V. RING 0 CONSOLATION WINNERS of
QUALITY STAMPS EACH, PLUS 10 GALLONS OF PURE GASOLINE 10,000
Linda Ennis
Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mrs. H. D. Beckwith
1393 Greendale
Alice Scheider
Kennett, Missouri
Mrs. J. R. Boone
1487 Winfield
Mrs. T. F. Durham.
Batesville, Miss.
Jimmie Bunn
756 Novarese
Earnest Taylor
2578 Burns

U

Friday

•
•
▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•
a
3100
Summer at Baltic
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now

NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE

SUITS 876

527-5508

BHS
INC.L
248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tenn.,,..
"YOU, Ceremony Make, What Yee Mk hr And
Whet You Think or
I

Mrs. A. B. Skeen
1068 Faxon
Mrs. Betty McCollum•
Nanette, Ark.
Mrs. Mary Beasley
1301 Englewood
Mrs. A. J. Colton
3901 December
Mrs. N. R. Nelson
1637 Kirkwood
Mrs. Wess Gadd
Hickory Flat, Miss.
0. 1'. Hubbard
4867 Peace

14

Million Quality Stamps to be given away
August 23rd on Channel 13 iVIIBQ-TV

Save your T.V. Bingo cards and after each week's use drop
your cards (with name and address on the back) in the
drawing box at Big Star. PLAY T.V. BINGO EVERY
WEEKDAY 11:30-12 Noon (T.V. Bingo sponsors and their
families are not eligible) GET YOUR FREE T.V. BINGO
AT BIG STAR.

Mr. T. E. Smith
1652 Ovia Roma
Eddie C. Johnson
1697 Oriole
B. M. Wilkinson
3985 Arrowhead
Mrs. C. C. Broady
532 Simpson
Ada Lee Jamerson
2838 Broad
Mrs. Bernice Young
16, Michigan
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LADY ALICE KINDERGARTEN — "When I Grow Up"
was the graduation program theme of Lady Alice Day Care
Center's graduation exercise, and instead of a play the
youngsters told what they expected to do as grown-ups.
Diplomas were awarded by Mrs. Patricia Lacey, president
of the Mothers' club, and refreshments served by Mrs.

'eace
,ani&
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KINDERGARTEN GRADUATION — The kindergarten
graduation exercises for the Prince of Peace Baptist
church were held recently, and 20 of the children were

presented diplomas at the program. Standing In the rear
are Rev. James Trueheart, pastor of the church located at
1558 Britten, and Mrs. Eunice Malone, director of the school.

LeMoyne Student To
Attend NEA Meeting

itat
Mildred Riley, Pet Milk consultant. Graduates were Edgar
Atkins, Anne Cowan, Karen Farmer, Sarah Harris, Marlyn
Hunt, Dianne Ingram, Rosalind Lacey, Tammy O'Neil,
Sheilia Pegues, Cheryl Ross and LaConnie Taylor. Mrs.
Johnnie Mae Cooper is director of the center located at
1917 Freemont St. in Castalia. (Coleman Photo)

1loin LeMoyne College in 1959,
The seminar will be on the
!will participate in the two coot- use of electronic computers.
Ises .and a seminar which will Participants in the seminar will
Ibe a part of Bowdoin's Mathe- have actual experietwe in using
Iniatics program, These courses Bowdoin's new computing cens
'will include Geometric Transfor- ter.
Arthur L. McDaniel of 1640 supported summer programs. inations ai.d Configurations, and Mr. McDaniel has been a
Rozelle Cove, a mathematics Mr. McDaniel, who received Theory and Techniques of Nu. member of the Keel School fac•
iilty for the past six years.
teacher at the Keel School for his Bachelor of Science degree merical Analysis.
physically handicapped children,
has been selected to attend a
Summer Institute in Mathematics at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. ,The program is
supported by the National Science Foundation.
The Institute, which will begin June 28 and continue
through August 6, will be directed by Professor Richard I,. ChitWORLD'S FINEST AND MOST BEAUTIFUL
tim of the Bowdoin Department
of Mathematics. This will be
ROOM AIR-CONDITIONER
the eighth consecutive year that
Bowdoin has conducted NSF-

Keel Teacher To Attend
Math Institute In Maine

Miss Arbrie Griffin of 246 Lucerne place, a junior at LeMoyne and president-elect of
the Rufus J. Hawkins chapter of
the Student-NationJ Education
Association at the college, was
scheduled to leave this week for
educational meetings in Washington, D. C. and New York
City.
Accompanying her to the east
is Mrs. Charles P. Roland, state
consultant for the Student-Tennessee Education Congress.
They will attend a leadership
conference in Washington, June
17-21. In New York, June 22July 1, they will participate in
the Conference of the National,
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards
•
and the National Education Association Convention.
A. GRIFFIN
The Memphians will be joined
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — (UPI)
in Washington by Oliver Smith, the state organization.
NURSE MAKES APPEAL — Nurse-announcer Sylvia Vin.
— Three young self-styled Ku
official
delegate
to
the
conferMiss' Griffin is the alternate Klux Klansmen who terrorized
cent (left) of Harlem Hospital's School of Nurshig Staff hi
ence. He is parliamentarian for delegate.
a family they thought was raNew York City broadcasts an urgent appeal: "Girls— I have
cially mixed were under a
a booklet here that may change your life. It's free. On the
judge's order to learn "the
cover are these words: "How You Can Become A Nurse.' "
world doesn't owe them a
Looking on is student nurse Yvonne Alveranga, "cover girl"
thing."
of the new nurse recruitment booklet now beig requested
Superior court Judge Louis
by hundreds of young women who have heard the radio apShapiro suspended reformatory
peals or read about the booklet in newspapers. The recruitterms for the three and said
they must develop a "different
ment drive is aimed at reducing the critical shortage in the
, WASHINGTON, D. C. — pattern is emerging in Texas, state of mind" or the jail sennation by drawing more trainees to nursing schools.
I ANPI) — Can the Federal
Georgia, Virginia and Florida. tences could be imposed.
Government force states to reProbation on the aggravated
am n Negro teachers for racial- Federal officials, who can assault charges was given to
cut off aid funds where classes Anthony DePalma, le, Arthur
; y mixed schools?
I The ever mounting (trend of are segregated, say they are Johnson, and Robert Giaquinto,
school integration in the South Powerless against this move. both 17.
has highlighted this heretofore
"Federal funds are not used Fathers Day Breakfast
neglected problem.
High school girls in all parts the availability of Government In Oklahoma; which started to employ teachers" explained The coming Sunday, a deGovernment
spokesman. licious breakfast will be served
Ischool integration
1955, a
of the nation have already re- loans for tuition fees.
Ithere are only 56 Negro teach- "Under the law as written, to you, in our basemnt. The
sponded to the recently launched
ALL MEDIA USED
press and radio campaign to re- Distribution of the pamphlet ers in integrated faculties. A there is nothing we can do Men's Club wishes to help honabout it, We know that it is or the fathers of the parish, so
cruit student nurses.
was followed by published and reported 396 have lost their bad."
let's bring them all to St. Augjobs. In North Carolina, alAimed largely at attracting broadcast appeals for student
though, it is denied by school Negro teacher associations ustine, for a bite to eat after
more Negroes to the nursing nurses in newspapers serving
Greenberg, and civil rights protest, how- each Mass this Sunday. Tickets
profession, the campaign is ex- the nation's Negro communities officials, Jack
NAACP official, expects that ever, that the U. S. Office of are 85 cent in advance, 75 cent
pected to help relieve the criti- and fifty-eight Negro-oriented
12,500 Negro teachers Education has a "moral and at the door Sunday, and 50 cent
Cal nurse shortage in the nation's radio stations, serving twenty 6011 of the
fired.
legal obligation" to see that for children. You will have a
.licispitals. At present, one out states in the East, Midwest, will be
We are certain that a trend is Negroes are not discriminated choice of delicious foods. Mk
Of every five nursing positionslSouth and Southwest.
the waiters for a menu.
in the country's 7,100 hospitals To follow through on the radio rapidly emerging in the South, against as teachers.
is unfilled the American Nurses appeals, a career workshop has
Association reported, recently. been scheduled at Harlem Hos' The latest statistics also show pital for June 15, 1965 to which
sat less than five per cent of girls in the New York area who
'U professional nurses are Ne- have requested the pamphlet
groes, though Negroes conslituta are invited. A panel of physic11 per cent of the United States iana, nurses and recruitment officials will answer questions apopulation.
' The campaign had its origimbout the nursing profession. A
early this year in the free dip- transcript of the session will be
ribution of a pamphlet, "Hon supplied to press and radio outeou Can Become a Nurse," pro- lets.
iluced with the cooperation of In addition to the individual
Harlem Hospital in New York. requests for the pamphlet, disThe booklet dramatizes in a pie- tribution was made to such cenlure story the steps leading to ters as the Government-operati career as a registered nurse, ed Freedmen's Hospital School
including advission require- of Nursifig in Washington, D. C.
ments of nursing schools. It is high schools and leading nursing
also pointed out in the booklet schools.

CHRYSLER
'65 Airtemp Imperial

Young KKKs
'Warned In
Connecticut

Is Integration Cause
, Of Negro Firings?

Z
GIANT 18,000 BTU HEAVY DUTY UNIT...

School Girls Respond
In Nurses Campaign

Complete decor compatibility! Only the Imperials hav• the complete decor compatibility made possible by the Decorator Panel. It's instantly reversible from
vinyl-on•steel walnut groin face to on• of equally handsome t•xtured beiges. Th•
Decorator Panel enables almost unlimited styling convertibility. Beautiful,
blendable ice beige cabinet finish. Fits anywhere! The Polystyrene Grille
It's neutral beige. Attractive! Subdued! The trim? It's satin gold that enriches
an already beautiful addition for your home. Overall, the design is clean, simple
and functional. Altogether, Imperial's the most! BTUH cooling capacities range
from 6,400 through 18,000, enough for almost any living room or family room.

Cool An Entire
Average
5-Room Home . .

NO
MONEY
DOWN

Only

81
Mo.

t

QUALITYJ
Full-Bodied
Tangy

set

Air Door adjustabillty! These photos illustrate the various
fingertip-responsive adjustments most-often used with the
patented Airtemp Air Door. Door holds firmly at 15°, 45° and
90° angles to your preference. Vanes direct airflow to sides.

SPEAS
FREE!

11)

VINEGAK'S
Pure Apple Cider or Distilled
9

PICK UP YOUR PHONE AND MAKE
THE NECESSARY ARRANGEMENTS AT.

Melee beeklet, "Why Didn't
Semen Tell Me Meet All
These Uses ler Yinepart"
lel tops, delitieve recipes, Write.
SPEAS COMPANY, 24110 Chil
ATO., Kiwis City. Miseinni.

347,
POPLAR
WEDDING RECEPTION—Mr. and Mrs.
James Logan, Jr., were honored during a
reception held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Watkins of 4202 Winchester rd., and
here they are seen preparing to cut the

cake. The bride is the former Miss Nora
M. Garth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. L.
Garth, Jr.. of DeSota County, Miss. Mr.
are making their home
and Mrs. 1.ogan
at 1572 Humber. — (McChriston Photo)
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI STATE AREA

Africa Today
From the moment they began
the rigorous business of organizing their governments as
independent, sovereign states
and assert their neutrality in
the Cold War, the new African
nations have been the target
of concentrated criticism.
Having accepted them grudgingly into the family of nations, the Western world proceeded unmercifully to lambast
them for their seeming leaning
toward Marxism.
But the notion that free
Africa had suddenly developed
a predisposition to Communism proved to be specious and
grossly unfounded. Despite entreaties and proffers of generous economic and technical assistance by Moscow and Peiping, despite so-called subversive uprising in Zanzibar todate not a single state in black
Africa has fallen prey to either
Russian or Chinese Communism,
There was fear in the Western chancelleries that the accession of Jomo Kenyatta to
power would cast Kenya's lot
with the Soviet Union. But that
too has proved fals e. A few
weeks ogo. Kenyatta turned
down Russian gifts and clamped down drastic restrictions on
the Russian envoy. This surely
cannot be construed as a friendly gesture.
What has not been emphasized is the indisputable fact

that without a single exception
all of the present heads of the'
free African states were schooled in the West and are qualified with Western ideals and
outlook. This familiarity with
oftoodarri,
Western thought and political
Distribvt•d ley
orientation is reflected in the
semi - democratic form of
government that has been adopted by free Africa.
Because of the deep-seated
influence of tribalism in the
African culture, it has been
necessary to evolve a one-party
system. Without it, there would
be no way of governing intelligently, effectively.
Jealous of their traditional
authority, the tribal chiefs simply would not voluntarily abdicate their ancestral inheritance
of power to a central government. Thus, the democratic
processes would be an invitaBy HARtiY GOLDEN
tion to chaos and an infinitude
of unchecked internal conflicts.
So, the new government
heads had to make a choice between governing their countries
in a climate of relative peace
and efficiency or trying to run
the machinery of administrative operations with civil wars
raging in their midst.
They wisely chose the former. And though there have been
some few assassinations, on the
whole the new African states
While most of the Southern
are being governed with dignichurches
backed away from the
ty, efficiency and increased
moral
issue
of our time, the indemocratic orientation.
credible loyalty to Christian
fundamentalism among the Negroes of the South, is due partRelations Board served him
ly to the work of the white Prowell.
testant fellowships immediateHe had the conviction that if
ly following the Civil War.
white men could be induced to
The government established
labor side by side with Negroes
the Department of Freedmen,
their prejudice against such
but t h e Christian volunteers
proximity would soon disapmade it work. Methodists, Conpear. Over and over again he
gregationalists, Quakers were
proved that this conviction was
among the 1 eader s. These
correct.
volunteers brought money,
The FEPC then had very litclothes, and their own tireless
tle power of enforcement. It
devotion. Women whose peacehad to work largely through
time lives were conventional
moral suasion and the pressures
and protected arrived with
of publicity. With an acute mantheir little handtrunks crampower shortage, defense c o n med with bandages and books.
tractors were forced to jettison
They asked to work in the Netheir racialism for the new exgro refugee camps as quickly
periment in race relations.
as possible.
Malcolm Ross was the bridge
The commissioners of t h e
that made the transition in raFreedmen's Department felt
cial engineering possible. That
that their first obligation was
also enable America to win the
to make the Negro self-supwar through the might of its
porting. The director of the deindustrial capacity vouchsafed
partment, General Eaton, filled
by a full employment program
the Negroes with his own conthat ignored racial identity.
viction t hat self-respect was
Ross was successful because
the quickest training for citihe was motivated by an abiding
zenship. The first thing offerlove for his fellow-men.
ed was legalized marriage, offered to those former slaves
who arrived in the camps in
families. And marriage was
tin, which contained this comswiftly accepted.
ment on South Africa's policy
One day an army chaplain
of strict racial separtion:
married 119 couples in a little
"Act least the country is free
over an hour. All of them
of race riots, muggings: presw ere men and women who had
sures for special treatment and
lived together in the slave cabconsideration on the exclusive
ins for many years. Legalized
basis 6: race."
marriage had been frowned upThe Brooklyn Freedom Demon by the master, to avoid emoocratic Movement has demandtional problems with father,
ed Berlin's ouster as a result of
mother, children, were broken
the comments. Pickets are marup when a master found it neching at the school.
cessary to sell off some of his
If the Berlin comments are
slaves.
correctly reported then he is
Education came next in measindeed unfit to be principal of
uring manhood. Education, like
a school which is not meeting
marriage had also been illegal
up to t h e measures of racial
for the slaves. Yet many
balance.
slaves could read and write.

A Fighter Dies
When President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, under pressure of
war - time emergency, created
the Federal Fair Employment
Practice Committee, he wanted to forestall a "March on
Washington" threatened by 'A.
Philip Randolph, and establish
at the same time the belief that
as well as an ideal in American
fairness can become a reality
industrial life.
Much of the extraordinary
goals achieved by that step belong to Malcolm Ross, the quiet.
scholarly man, who served as
chairman of the Federal Fair
Employment Practice C o m rnittee for the last three years
of the war and whose death at
the age of 70 was reported a
few days ago.
Ross brought to his controversial assignment a passion
for human equality and a great
deal of insight into industrial
relations. His experience in the
Arizona copper mines and Texas
oil fields and in seven years of
work with the National Labor

An Unwise Principal
The South African safari of
a Brooklyn grade school principal Louis Berlin is giving
much anxiety to the New York
Board of Education.
Berlin stirred a storm with a
letter home that civil rights
groups charge showed approval
of South Africa's anti-African
policy known as apartheid.
Now the board is investigating new charges that Berlin
claimed to represent the Board
of Education while abroad and
that his trip was "sponsored"
by school officials.
Berlin's letter commenting
fin apartheid was printed in the
Brooklyn school parents bulle-

SItio Peotweiii Syndicate,
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In
America

Like many others, I found
the Clay-Liston thing (I don't
suppose you could really call it
a fight) pretty disturbing and
disappointing. Many people felt
like Dr. Ralph Bunche expressed it for the record, that it was
a fantastic fiasco; to quote
him, "one of the greatest pretenses I've ever seen in my
life."
Certainly, if he isn't through,
Liston should be.
But I am most disturbed that,
once again, people are raising
the hue and cry to abolish boxing. I could not be more opposed. When scandal was exposed
in baseball, there w a s no serious thought of banning baseball.
When college football fiascos
came into sight, there was no
such hysteria. What we've got
to do is to regulate boxing, not
not abolish it. We've got to get
the fighters out of the business who have ties to corrupt
underworld and gambling sources.
You don't summarily throw

out an important sport simply
because, seemingly, the authorities in control are unable to
discharge their duty to the
public. If t h e states of this
country cannot provide the
men of integrity and firmnessIll
who can keep decency in boxing, then, perhaps the Federal
Government should take over.
People forget that Patterson
and Chuvalo gave, recently, a
demonstration of what a f ine
and earnest art the game of
boxing can be. Both of t h e on
conducted themselves with the
kind of dignity and courage
that one expects of the best,
people in the business. Let tie
r em ember Joe Louis, who
brought such honor to the
sports.
As long as we have questionable matches (imagine Ray
Robinson, at his age, being al- ink
lowed to continue to be kicked W
around), we are going to have
fiascos like the Liston-Clay
Affair.
Let's keep boxing- but clean
it up.
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Religion, Education

AegmAA•Allee

Inside Washington
Clandestine schools and occassional slave owners' wives had
lighted the way. The 19th century's great Negro, Frederick
Douglass, had taught himself
by studying worn newspapers on
the road. Slaves had sometimes
stood outside the open windows
of schools until they had mastered a lesson.
During the spring and summer of 1865, schools sprouted
like crabgrass. All the work
done in the valley of Mississippi. in Louisiana, and in South
Carolina by the Department of
Freedmen was continued as urpended almost entirely on9.tn
gently as ever. The bureau depended a Int o s t entirely on
church volunteers just as it had
during the war. Eager young
Presbyterians, Methodists and
Quakers hurried down the rickety roads. Missionary and antislavery societies heard the call
of a whole race trying to go to
school. The shade of a tree or
a church was a school. A Bible
or the Farmer's Almanac was
the first textbook.
The bureau knew that unless
the landless Southerner, Negro
or white, WAS given his footing,
chaos would follow. The bureau
sought out the "well-disposed
humane landowners" and valiantly fought for contracts at
stipulated wages. And then valiantly fought the Negroes to
sign them. Here and there Negroes signed, but most would
not. How did a man know he
WAS not signing himself back
into slavery? Where was that
little scrap of land that was to
be his own? (In some places dishonest men did a flourishing
business selling red, white,
and blue stakes at $2 apiece.
"Confirm your claim! Stake it
in red, white and blue!").
All these facts are related by
Henrietta Buckmaster in her
book, "Freedom Bound" (Macmielan, N.Y., $3.95) which helps
smash moist of the myths about
Reconstruction.

BY HENRY CATHCART

•
LBJ's Sidetracking
WASHINGTON — President
against the silver dollar mintJohnson's toughness with h i s
ing decision.
It's awfully hard for anyone
own staff and subordinates in
federal government agencies
to work with a boss who makes
had to countermand its own
up his mind before hearing all
orders.
sides of a discussion. Ask virtually anyone in the higher
In the most- recent one, the
President ordered the use of
echelons of the federal governscarce silver in minting $45 milment. Stories such as the ones
lion silver dollars only to have
just recounted travel fast.
to reverse his field six days latSING SING SINGERS —
er because of the uproar in ConWashington is coming in for a
gress.
most unusual evening of music.
Earlier this year, the PresiThe local jail's musical group,
dent ordered the closing of
comprising some 60 male and
some veterans hospitals only to
female inmates, will stage a
have to change under similar
concert on the banks of the
congressional pressures.
Potomac under the sponsorship
Despite the President's wideof the District Recreation Dely publicized effort to run the • partment.
government on the basis of
It will be the first time that
"consensus," his approach to
so many prisoners will he alexecutive decisions like those
lowed "outside" in a group, and
cited above is extremely dogthere'll be a lot of non-singing
matic.
policemen in attendance. InasHe's likely to listen too
much as the concert will be givstrongly to the side that apen from a stage floating on
peals to him and wave away ofthe river, many of the cops will a
ficials with opposing views.
be policing the place from boats
This wouldn't be too had, exin the immediate vicinity.
cept, as in the case of the vetThe official in charge of the
erans hospitals, when the acpersons says the concert idea
tion had to be rescinded, the ofhas been a terrific morale buildficial to whom he didn't listen
er among the inmates.
was criticized for not arguing
More than 150 turned out for
his side of the story more forcethe first call for applicants.
fully. It is a fact that some peoSome of them will play publicple high in the Veterans Adly for the first time musical inministration are in the White
struments they have learned to
House dog house for this very
use since being confined.
reason.
Among the musical selecIf history teaches us anytions will be: "This is a Lovely
thing, some Treasury officials,
Way to Spend an Evening,"
will find themselves in that
a n d "I Believe." Noticeably
same crowded kennel for not
absent from the reportoire was
arguing with more vigor
"Sing You Sinners."
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their LITERARY CLUB
Mrs. J. W. Ester and Mrs. It. II. Jones were hostesses to
Andrew J. Dancy, Jr., is now "Dr. Dancy." He received the Elite Literary club at Lemuel, the stately Walker Avenue
•
• his degree from Meharry Medical College, Going up for the home of Mrs. N. M. Watson. The ladies, noted for their appreig occasion were his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Dancy, Sr., ciation of culture and beauty, were delighted to have their
his sister and brother-in-law, Dr. „and Mrs. Charles Wallace of meeting in the well manicureti garden of Mrs. Watson's home
Beaumont, Texas and their children, Charles, Jr., Crystal, Vicki, where they were served box lunches.
Enjoying the lovely affair were Mrs. T. J. Beauchamp,
• Sheryl and Andrew; and his sister ana brother-in-law, Judge
and Mrs. B. L. Hooks, and Mrs. John R. Arnold, Jr. Dr. Yancy Mrs. Milton Brandon, Mrs. II. A. Collins, Mrs. John Gammons,
is married to the former Miss Ariee Chaswell of Nashville and Mrs. A. S. Hunnicutt, Mrs. Lillian Jones, Mrs. B. G. Olive, Jr.,
Mrs. M. J. Owens, Mrs. J. II. Seward, Mrs. L. H. Twigg, Mrs.
they are the parents of two children, Amber and Andrea.
T. II. Watkins, and Mrs. G. W. West.
Dr. John E. Codwell, director of the Iltducation Improvement
Members of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority paid tribute to
Project of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,
their soror, Attie Mae Roberts, in honor of her retirement from
was the principal speaker at a dinner frlit the academically
teaching. Miss Velma Lois Jones, basileus gave the occasion
talented seniors of fourteen public schools. The dinner was held
and other participating were Mrs. Bebe Fingal who gave the
in
the
Carver
cafeteria.
•BY ERMA LEE LAWS
tribute, Mrs. Helen Shelby who sang, Mrs. Ethel Perkins who
While in the city Dr. Codwell was the gq54t of Harry T. presented the gift, a silver ho bon dish to Mrs. Roberts; Mrs.
(Guest Columnist)
/ Cash, principal of Hamilton High school. Mrs. Cash had already Georgia Quinn who led a round of sorority songs, Mrs. Yvonne
WEDDING BELLS
June is bursting out all over with its array of beautiful gone on her usual trek to Dallas, Texas where she is the guest Acey. who was chairman of the affair; Mrs. Elms Mardis,
Mrs. Wilma Sueing, Mrs. Doris Lewis, Mrs. Hattie Smith, Mrs.
weddings, graduations, garden parties, the influx of welcome of Mrs. Georgia Prestwood.
Edith Willis, Mrs. Mae Fitzgerald.
visitors and the departure of localities to study in far away VISITOR FROM TEXAS
Sopeaking of Texas, Mrs. Walter J. Minor was in town froth OFF TO MEXICO
places.
Your regular scribe, Mrs. Emogene Wilson, has gone to
June 2, was the date chosen by Miss Bobbie L. Nelson to be her home in Houston. Mrs. Minor is the wife of well known
wed to Dr. Sidney A. McNairy, Jr., at the St. Thomas Catholic surgeon, Dr. Minor and sponsor of the Houston Co-Ettes. While Torreon, Coahuila in Mexico where she will attend a Latin
here, she was extended courtesies by Dr. and Mrs. Frederick American Institute. She will spend part of her day teaching
church in a beautiful ceremony at 5 o'clock in the evening.
English to Mexican students and the rest of the day studying
Miss Agretta Whitaker and Philip Sadler, IV, of Wilming- Rivirs and Mrs. Jewel Gentry Hulbert.
Another visitor in our midst from Houston is Mrs. Victor Spanish. She was accompanied by her young daughter, Karen,
ton, Delaware, were married at 6 o'clock in the evening June 5,
in an impressive candlelit ceremony at the Mississippi Boule- Hilton and her children Kenneth and Vicki. Mrs. Hilton and her who was quite elated over the trip.
husband came together and she and the children are remainMrs. Jewel Gentry Hulbert has a grant and is doing sumvard Christian church.
On June 6, Miss Geraldine Mitchell was married to T. J. ing for a while longer visiting her brother, Harper Brewer and mer study. Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks has gone to the University of Colorado for summer study. Miss Elsie Thomas, has a
Walker of Jacksonville, Florida in a ceremony before family cousin, Robert Mosby.
Rev. and Mrs. Princeton McKinney of Harvey, Illinois have grant to do-summer study in reading at Hunter College in New
(44 and a few friends at the Friendship Baptist church.
June 6, was also the wedding day of Miss Emma Moore motored home after having visited her mother, Mrs. Lillian York City.
Miss Laura Ann Williams, nurse at the Tennessee Psychiaand Commodore Primous at the Beulah Baptist church with Smith, for a few days. Mrs. McKinney is the well known "Starr"
McKinney who was author of Terry Toons at WDIA when they tric Hospital has gone to Heidelberg, Germany, to attend an
family and friends present.
lived here. Starr and Barbara Hilton were the inspiration for International Psychiatric Institute for six weeks.
SHOWERS FOR BRIDES
While abroad she will visit other parts of the continent.
Preceding the Nelson-McNairy nuptials there was a mis- a luncheon given by yours truly at the Luau which Peggy Cox
cellaneous shower for the bride given by Miss Carole Jamison, and Velma Lois Jones also attended. Starr was also luncheon
Mrs. Annie Higgins, and Mrs. Charles Washburn at the Wash- guest of Mrs. Marion Ford at the Claridge.
Dr. and Mrs. Melvin Maclin of Chicago, were the house'
burn home on Quinn Avenue, and a cocktail party for the bridal
party given by Dr. and Mrs. Leland Atkins at their South Park- guests of Dr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Rivers in their hillside
manse, Monte Villa on South Parkway. The Maclins along with
way home.
Prior to the Whitaker-Sadler wedding there was a miscel- the A. Maceo Walkers had just returned from a Carribean
laneous shower given by Mrs. Leon Foster at her home on cruise with the Chicagoans. The Walkers have since gone to
Worthington, a luncheon given by Mrs. Harold Shaw, of Nash- Washington, D. C. for a week-end of another club's activities
ville and her mother, Mrs. A. M. Walker at the Luau Restua- and to take Candy to the New York World's Fair.
Color selection is always a I played on open counters or
The Maclins received the red carpet treatment while here personal and emotional
rant for members of the bridal party, a party for the groom at
choice. shelves.
and
were
royally
entertained
by
their
old
friends,
Dr.
and
the home of the bride's parents on South Parkway, and a reMrs. However, physiological respons- China and furniture used for
I.
A.
Watson,
Jr.,
and
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Theron Northcross with es to color should be kept in daily kitchen activities naturalrehearsal dinner given by the bride's grandmother, Mrs. Mary
Chamlis Davis, in the Walnut Room of the Sheraton Motor Inn. cocktails at the Watsons, dinner for the three couples at the mind when decorating kitchens. ly must be considered in the
Luau
and
then
to
the Northcross home where they greeted
University of Illinois home overall color scheme.
COLLEGE GRADUATIONS
management instructor Thom- Color also plays an important
Jean Letting was graduated from Douglas college, the sis- more friends at a party.
O'Ferrel Nelson, a good friend of Dr. Marlin from a long as Rebek reports that surveys role in providing adequate light
ter school of Rutgers University June 9. Her mother, Mrs.'
Marietta Ish Letting, flew from her home in Chicago to get time ago was was most gracious to the couple and accompanied on color as it relates to human within the kitchen.
them to Brownsville when Mrs. Emmitt ,O. Hozay offered to stimulation show that bright, Light colors should be used
•her younger daughter Judy, who attends Wyoming Seminary drive
them there to see relatives and other friends in Dr. Mac- warns colors like red, orange in large areas, such as walls
in Wyoming, Pa., and then on to New Jersey for the graduaand yellow stimulate digestion. and counters, to reflect light
tion. Also attending Jean's graduation was her father, Atty. lin's hometown.
Highlight of their stay was the party given by Dr. and Mrs. Colors that discourage hunger into the work areas. Avoid
A. A. Letting who stopped with her roommate's family in Neware purplish reds, purple, vio- glossy surfaces because the
ark, and spent several days in New York City before returning Rivers in the back garden of their massive home. Casualness
was the keynote when more than seventy-five friends heark- let, yellow-green, greenish yel- glare they cause is tiring.
home.
low, orange-yellow, gray and
Use off-whites rather than
Former Memphian Betty Phillips, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ened to the bid of the Riverses to enjoy the alfresco dinner most olive and
"musty" tunes. bright whites to provide a softwhere
steak
was
the main fare. The beauty of the garden, good
Charles Phillips. former LeMoynites, was graduated from
Since kitchen activities main- er illumination.
Howard University. The Phillips are now living in Winston Music, long tall ones and good friends getting together were ly concern food preparation
Choose colors according to
Salem, N. C., where he is teaching at Winston Salem college. all conducive to an evening long to be remembered.
and serving, Rebek suggests your personal preference, using
Sunday morning found the couple breakfasting at the South that you keep in mind food col- pale tones on large areas and
Ernest Withers, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Withers,
Sr., was also graduated from Howard University and received Parkway home of Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr., and later ors when decorating.
bright accent color on smaller
a commission as Second Lt. in the United States Army to be- pop calling with their hosts with other friends and on to dinner sider the colors on packages or areas, such as draperies, countcome effective whenever he enters the service. The Withers at the Mississippi boulevard home of Mrs. Hozay.
containers in which food is dis- ers and eccessories.
family went up and spent two weeks with Ernest, Jr. and
swans w•w wag • w •••••.wil other
son Perry who is also a student at Howarck
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Color In Kitchen
Miss Elizabeth Hines
And Its Effects

COMPLETE WIG SALON

Two $50.00 Gift Certificates towards the purchase of any
"GENERAL WIG"
Valued from $119.95 to $179.95
Styled Free — In Winner's Choice of Color
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$130.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE Toward The Purchase
•
Of a "FASHION TRESS" WIG
Valued From $178,95 to $450.00
Styled FREE—In Winner's Choice of Color

GIFT CERTIFICATE for FREE STYLING and CLEANING
For The Life of Any WIG Purchased From WIG CITY
FREE ---With The First 8 Vanity WIGS Purchased
A BEAUTIFUL TURBAN WIG
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WIG CITY GRAND OPENING SPECIAL PRICES:
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS-Limited Color and Quantity
PRESTYLED ON HEAD & STAND
WHILE THEY LAST $3L95*
*Cash and Carry Only, Sorry No Layaways
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TODAY

FREE PRIZES
DAILY

GIFT CERTIFICATE
FOR FREE STYLING AND
CLEANING OF ANY WIG
PURCHASED FROM WIG CITY
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100% HUMAN HAIR WIG
VALUED TO $159.95 — STYLED FREE
IN WINNER'S CHOICE OF COLOR

and

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hines, full-tuition scholarship to At.
Sr., of 484 Williams ave., this lanta university in Atlanta
week announced the engage- where she plans to complete
ment of their daughter, Miss the requirements for a masElizabeth Hines, to Robert ter's degree in library science.
Guy Atkins. son of Mr. and
XAVIER GRADUATE
Mrs. Lee Atkins, Sr., of Mem- Mr. Atkins is also a graduphis and grandson of Mrs. Mar- ate of Father Bertrand High
garite Guy.
school and Xavier university in
Miss Hines was graduated New Orleans, where he was
from
Father Bertrand High 'president of Alpha Phi Omega
school and received a bache- Service fraternity. Ile earned
lor of science degree in busi- a certificate in physical thereness from Tennessee A&I State py from Tuskegee Institute
University with the class of during the summer of 1962.
1964.
He is presently serving In
She is a member of Alpha Columbia, South America, as
Kappa Alpha sorority and is a Peace Corps volunteer, where
presently doing post graduate he has been on duty for nearly
work in library science at three years.
Memphis State university.
An August wedding is planMiss }dines has received a ned.

Mon. June 14
THRU
SAT. JUNE 19

100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS — Limited Colors
STYLED FREE BY OUR LICENSED BEAUTICIANS
ONLY $49.95— Layaways and Terms Available
Limited Quantity of
FAMOUS LABEL NATIONALLY ADVERTISED WIGS
PRESTYLED DISPLAYS AND SAMPLES
VALUES TO $300.00
Layaway and Terms Available

igher
•vernones

Plans August Nuptials

GRAND
OPENING
CELEBRATION
SALE

WIG
CITY
ONE OF MEMPHIS' NEWEST MOST

mint-

MISS ELIZABETII HINES

REGULAR $119.95—$139.95—$159.95
100% HUMAN HAIR WIGS
Written Guarantees—Styled FREE
WIG BOX & WIG HEAD INCLUDED
THIS WEEK ONLY —$99.95—$119.95—$139.95
I

YOU DON'T HAVE
TO BE PRESENT
TO WIN
DRAWING HELD

Any Order Taken For A ."MAN'S WORLD HAIRPIECE! During Our
Opening Week Celebration Will Be Discounted 15); From Our Regular
Price**
Beards & Moustaches Will Be Fitted By Our Trained Cons
**Toupees,
sultant In A Private Fitting Area.

11211 SO. BILLIVUS BLVD

ACROSS FROM LEONAD'S BAR B.O.

NITELY AT 8:00 PM

,

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
OPEN NITELY TIL 10:00 PM
DURING OPENING WEEK

MON. THRU SAT.

948-6519

uate of Geeter High school and
is making a career in the military service.
WEDDING PARTY
The bride will be given in
marriage by her father. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Critten- on Saturday, June 26, at 4 p.m. Linda Pegues of 3342 Rochesden annnunce the engagement at the Riverside Baptist church,,ter rd. will be the maid of honor Bridesmaids will include
and forthcoming marriage of 248 West Mitchell rd., with the miss Mary Polk,
Memphis;
their daughter, Miss Bettie Rev. 0. D. White officiating. Miss Dorothy Fuqua, Bethpage,
Crittenden, to Airman First Miss Crittenden was graduat- Tenn.; Miss Brunelle Johnson,
Class Johnny Shephard of the ed from Mitchell Road High Anderson, Ala., and Miss ClariUnited States Air Force. He is school and is a senior at Ten- tha Robinson, Fort Pierce, Fla.
the son of Mrs. J. Shephard nessee A&I State university in Serving as Airman Shepherd's
and the late Mr. Shepherd.
Nashville.
best man will be Capt. Donnell
The wedding will take place Airman Shepherd is a grad- Word, U. S. Air Force. Groomsmen will be James Shephard,
Airman Third Class Freddie
Shepherd, brothers of t h e
groom; and James Crittenden,
the bride-elect's brother.
A reception will be held iminediately following the cered
Molly at Flora's Wedding Chapel at 729 Vance ave.
The couple will live in Clovis,
Here's an easy solution on how to ease the r New Mexico.

"bite" on your income when it comes to paying bills. Arrange for a low-cost, easy-to-payback consolidation loan. Visit our office anytime
during the week.

• 152 MADISON
Phone 525-7611
• 161 SOUTH MAIN
Phone 527-8581

,Trustees To Be
Feted At Church
The Trustee Aid board of
Martin Temple CME church
will observe Father's Day, June
20, with the trustees as honored guests.
The observance will begin
with a seven o'clock breakfast
and a progrem in honor of the
fathers. A pink tea will be held
on the church lawn at 3 p.m.

DEBUTANTES PRESENTED — These young women were
among 25 debutantes presented during the Southeastern
District Cotillion sponsored by the National Association of
Business and Professional Women's club and held in Nashville Municipal auditorium on June 16, and here they are
seen at a patio buffet given by Mrs. William Gunter and
Mrs. Ann Williams Bell at the lake-front cottage at Pebble
Point Estates in Wilson County, Tenn. From left are Misses
Eileen and Pearl Carpenter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.

Julius Carpenter; Miss June Donnell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. T. Caruth; Miss Beverly Stuart, daughter of Miss 111
Bobbie Stuart; Miss Yvonne Olivia Hose, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James W. Hose, Jr.; Miss Brenda Thompson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Thompson, and Miss
Camara Crooks, daughter of Mrs. Mabel B. Crooks. Music
for the cotillion was played by Count Basie and his orches•
trim.

ment is being planned for parents who accompany their children to Memphis.
Ronald Walter is president of
the local chapter. He is an 11th
grade student at Booker T.
Washington High school.

•T

eenagers i..oming r or
Jack And Jill Meet
EVERYONE CAN AFFORD THIS GIFT FOR FATHER

Scores of teenagers will in- tions as Problems of Teenage
vade Memphis weekend for the Chapters, Dropouts and DelinCentral Regional Conference of quency and Sex Education.
Jack and Jill, Inc. HeadquarMsr. Meatreh E.. . .
.
ters for the conclave will be at
Mrs. Weathers said entertainLeMoyne College, according to
the general chairman, Mrs.
Ann L. Weathers.
Dates for the convention are
Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
June 25-27. Several delegates
are expected to arrive as early
as Thursday, June 24.
A tour of the city, talent show,
banquet and picnic have been
planned for local and visiting
Jacks and Jills. Business sessions, workshops and election
of officers also are scheduled.
PICNIC SLATED
The teenagers will have lunch
at Davidson's Grill following
the opening morning program
at LeMoyne. The picnic at
Simpson's Farm will be the
closing feature.
During workshops and discussion groups, the youngsters are
expected to tackle such ques-

LeMoyne College is expectintli
a record enrollment for its
summer sessions which began
Friday.
Regular college courses are
being offered in two sessions,
one for five weeks, June 11July 17, and the other for eight
weeks, June 11-Aug. 7.
A pre-freshman orientation
program for entering students
in attracting scores of high
school graduates.
A National Science Institute
and a Humanities Seminar for
high school students live enrolled 80 talented youngsters.
Special swimming classes also will be offered.
An audio-visual workshop for
in-service teachers was completed last Saturday.

ONE WEEK VOLUME SALE
JUNE 18 - JUNE 25
VALUABLE COUPON

20% OFF INSIDE PAINT
15% OFF OUTSIDE PAINT
WITH AN ORDER OF 5 GALS.
OR MORE
BRING THIS COUPON
JUNE 18, thru JUNE 25
GOOD ONLY AT
E. A. COLES PAINTS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS VOLUME SPECIAL
SALE - VOLUME DISCOUNT
)

.SANFORIZED
DRIP DRIES QUICKLY-FIRMLY ANCHORED BUTTONSGENEROUSLY CUT-LITTLE OR NO IRONING REQUIRED

'

—

REGISTER AT SHIRT COUNTER
IN BASEMENT - FOR OUR SHIRTS WINDOW DISPLAY COUNT
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY FIRST CORRECT COUNT WINS A
CRISP ;10.00 BILL
LIMIT TO
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATLRDAY & MONDAY
,77—, • •
BOW' Duality for

. ••://•1.• •••••••:.7/40
// V/1
/14/4//

Ion at kross whit Money Back Cunard.*

itESS

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 tit 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

MR. COLE, AN EXPERT IN THE MIXING OF YOUR PAINTS
LAYAWAY OR CHARGE IT
WITH APPROVED CREDIT
SOUTH EAST

942-4023
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HEMPSTEAD, N. Y.—(UPI)!stadium
—A small group of demonstra- King, in his address, refertors booed and hissed Dr. Mar- red to the war in Viet Nam and
tin Luther King, Jr., as he mar- said storm clouds of a third
ched in a Hofstra University world
war were "hanging
academic procession here.
mighty low."
"Martin Luther King is the
He said alternatives had to
most notorious liar in America,"
the demonstrators, numbering
about 12, shouted.
The demonstrators, who identified themselves as members of the "Long Island Committee to Preserve our American Freedom," echoed a statement made about King by FBI
chief J. Edgar !louver. The FBI
head called King a notorious
liar after King had criticized
the FBI.
King spoke before 7,000 perjusons including 900 Hofstra
graduates at a commencement
exercise in the ilofstra Football Stadium in this Long Island
Community about ,15 miles east
of New York City. King, NoDR. KING
bel Peace Prize winner, received an honorary Doctor of Diviolence and war.
to
fonnd
be
exerthe
vinity degree during
"It is either non-% iolt.nc e. or
cises.
As the 10-block procession of non-existence," ha said.
students in caps and gowns King also said that it was just
headed toward the stadium as important to deal with the
shouted !problem of the Negro family
demonstrators
the
"destroy red and black Bol- that "cannot live in your cornmutiny" as it was to rise op
hevism."
Most of the students laughed. in indignation when an AlaDemonstrators were marching to City Hall where they wanted to
CHICAGO —
But one of them shouted to the bama church was bombed.
demonstrators, "None of you , The leader of the demonstramake personal plea to Mayor Daley to fire Benjamin Willis, superinTwo civil rights demonstrators locked arms under a police van as
like you are about to be tors identified himself as Dr.
look
of
days
three
in
arrested
been
have
456
tendent of Schools. About
William F. Dowling, a Garden
police made arrests of 200 demonstrators who stormed from sidewalk
sent to fight in Viet Nam."
demonstrations. (DEFENDER Photo by Billy Abernathy)
When King arose to speak, City, N. Y., dentist.
and staged mass sit-down on corner of State and Madison Streets.
an unidentified man jumped Dowling gave newsmen a
up from his seat and began to !handwritten statement in which
ihe said American freedom was
shout at King.
Others in t h e gathering "threatened by the Communmovement
shouted, "Sit down—shame on ist revolutionary
I JACKSON, Miss.. (UPI)—Po- Iont of their cars to set up the cations of her citizens. Our you."
within the so-called civil rights
state should insist on her right
'lice arrested more than 300 picket lines.
Police led the man fom the groups."
whites and negroes Moods
The abortive march coincided to continue to do so.
when they attempted to march with the opening of the special "We should never voluntarion the state capitol protesting session. Gov. Paul B. Johnson ly surrender this prerogative
The racial tension in South- has offered a $25,000 reward for
VARNADO, La. — (UPI) —
a special legislative session to urged the lawmakers to con- to the federal government," he
4 1110IrNeal Moore, a Negro deputy east Louisiana, climaxed by the the deputy's killer or killers.
sider a major revision of state told a joint session.
Moore was killed and deputy overhaul voting laws.
"cut down by nightriding gunmen shooting of Moore, prompted
in view of the feda week ago, was buried in a civil rights leaders to announce Creed Rogers, also a Negro, There was no violence. The voting laws
lonely cotintry cemetery bor- picketing of Gov. John J. Mc- was wounded the night of June demonstrators, representing the eral voting rights bill pending
Party before Congress.
Democratic
Keithen's office in Baton Rouge. 2 in au ambush on a lonely state Freedom
dered by an unnamed road.
FDP ) got only four blocks on Johnson reviewed the propoThe weather fit the sorrowful
They said they would picket highway near Varnado.
NEW YORK (UPI)—A Fed ty and smuggling 30 sticks of
One white man — Ernest R. the sidewalk when police an sals to be submitted to the lawoccasion.
the governor's office Saturday
eral Court jury Monday night ,dynamite into the United States.
withfor
them
marching
rested
the
rain
on
fell
including
measures
drenching
makers,
paper
be
A
MeEl% ern, a Bogalusa
and that pickcts would also
MEXIA, Tex. — (NPI)—Near- delivered a speedy verdict of Each count carries a maximum
to simplify voter registration by Fart Parker State park has guilty against three Negroes penalty of five years in jail and
500 relatives and friends of set up outside the office of U.S. mill laboratory technician-in- out a parade permit.
rerepeal
provision
a
forms,
Moore as they stood around the Atty. Louis Lacour in New OrIt was the first big racial
Lie distinction of being one of charged with a plot to dyna- a $10,000 fine.
surance agent — was arrested
freshly-dug grave. Inside the leans.
demonstration in Jackson since quiring voter app ican s to be thi nation's most unusual grave- mite U. S. national shrines to The verdict against the three
and
later
hour
lees
an
than
small church near the cemetery,
character."
"good
moral
of
the summer of 1963. The FDP
yards. The 1,600-acre cemetery press their campaigns for grea- members of the Black LiberaMcKeithen sent large floral;
the humidity turned the offering to Moore's funeral. He cid•rged with murder.
sponsored the march charging and amend a section requiring is all that remains of the Spring- ter Negro rights.
tion Front (BLF I—Robert S.
cramped quarters into a steam
and
read
to
voters
prospective
the lawmakers were illegally
field settlement established in The jury of 11 men and one Collier, 28; Walter A. Bowe,
cabinet.
write.
,
11'38 ^did abandoned in 1873.
elected because Negroes had
woman filed into federal court 33; and Khalleel S. Sayyed, 22,
Moore's widow, Marvella,
been discriminated against at He criticized the federal bill 6nly the front part of the at 6:40 P. NI. EDT, three hours1—came on the 18th day of the
took a last, look at her husbufor
open
remains
cemetery
the polls.
;as "discriminatory, harsh, purl'
and 33 minutes after getting 'trial.
band's body.
Authorities also stymied an dtive and in my opinion, uncon- rials, and the unusual part is the case, and declared the de- They were convicted on dam"I can't make it without him,"
to
limited
Negroes
is
it
that
fendants guilty of both counts aging testimony provided by
attempt by the FDP to post Istitutional."
s,,e sobbed.
of
two persons who joined their
in the indictment.
pickets around the state caM He added that Mississippi who are direct descendants
Mrs. Moore and seven other
arwere s
20 N
Aboutitol.egroes
the constitutional right to slaves of the original property The counts were conspiracy conspiracy only to turn govern,lha
women fainted during the serv- BIRMINGIIAM, England — ing of the Birmingham and
of his rested shortly after they got "establish the voting qualifi- ov. ners.
to destroy government proper- ment witnesses.
ices.
(UPI) — The first public meet- midlands branch in one
come back
One moaning woman set the ing of the Ku Klux Klan in "Out, and don't
all been a mistempo of die funeral when she Britain was broken up by an again. It has
the five
said "Oh, Lord! Why did it have angry pub owner who said he take." Lacy returned
had made a mistake in renting Cuineas ($15) rental fee.
to be him."
Television crews from the
State police and FBI agents a room to the organization.
National Broadcasting Company
'guarded every crossroad in the Manager Walter Lacey of the
and Britain's commerimmediate area and a state po- Chapel Tavern walked in on (NBC)
cial television network were on
lice airplane circled overhead the 13 men and three women hand to record the Klan speakattending the inaugural meetduring the funeral services.
ers, who attacked Negroes,
Asians, Jews and Cohn Jordan,
the leader of Britain's National
Socialist (Nazi) Party.
"All Jordan is interested in
is collecting subscriptions selling newspapers and no action,"
George Newey, 27, said.

•

Sit-Ins' Lie-Under

Mourners Pay Last Tribute
To Slain La. Negro Deputy

Arrest 300 Miss. Marchers
Cemetery Open To
Slave Descendents

Federal Jury Delivers Guilty
Verdict Against 3 Dynamiters

-

Stop KKK's 1st Public
Meeting In England

Admits Rape Of
30 While Girls
•

REPRESENTS ALASKA NAACP
Joining more than 200 volunteers who will begin working
on voter registration and other civil rights projects in Ma.
hams, Mississippi and South Carolina this summer is Mrs.
Blanche Louise McSmith. A former member of the Alaska
110IISP of Representatives and currently president of the
Alaska Branch NAACP, Mrs. MeSmith has lived in the
49th state for 15 years. During that time, she has been
active in numerous civil rights and other community efforts.

NEW YORK—(UPI)—A Negro college student confessed
to raping 30 fair-haired young
girls in a month's-long reign of
terror in apartment buildings
was
here. The oldest of them
only 13.
Police arrested Alfred Gonegue, a strapping 19-year-old
political science
sophomore
student at Brandeis University,
after one of his young victims
spotted him wandering around
the Castle Hills housing complex.
The officers said he told them
he was "looking for girls—little
,blonde girls,"
, He confessed, police said, to
.heing the knife-wielding attacker who raped 30 girls — all of
them blonde and ranging in
age from about 10 to 13—during the past year-and-a-half in
'apartment buildings in t h e
!Bronx and Upper Manhattan.

aisimart., itV.17"
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STARS SHINE AGAIN
"Twinkle, twinkle little star" is the first verse _of an aged and
yet still prominent children's poem. But the verse, depending
upon ones imagination, can also be applied to the White House
Festival of the Arts which took place Monday afternoon at

nation's capital. Here, Roberta Peters, who sang with the Louisville Symphony Orchestra at the Festival chats with mistress
of ceremonies Marion Anderson (right) while the orchestra
plays popular symphony in foregrund. (UPI Telephoto)

SOCIAL CLUB'S GIFT
Members of the Delightful
Twelve Social club journeyed out to the Goodwill Home for
Children recently to present the youngsters with a movie
projector, and here they are seen with the gift. Seated
from left are Mrs. Joan Crawford, reporter; Mrs. Heard,
director of the home; Miss Lois Weddington, president,
and Miss Eula Caruthers, treasurer. Standing, same order,
are Miss Ruby J. Davis, financial secretary; Mrs. Jean.

MORTICIANS' CONVENTION DELEGATES — A few of
the delegates to the Fifth Annual Joint Convention of Tennessee Funeral Directors and Morticians Association, and
the Kentucky Association of Morticians Incorporated which
was held in Memphis June 13.14, are pictured chatting.
They are (left to right) Elias Williams, Memphis, president of the State Funeral Directors Association; John G.
Grevious, Louisville, Kentucky, president of the Kentucky

nette Esoin, Mrs. Ernestine Isbell, secretary, and Mrs.
Erma Branch, vice president. Members not on photo are
Mrs. Joan Stricklin, Mrs. Fannie Branch, Miss Mae Martin,
Miss Wilma Haley and Miss Rosalind Williams. A farewell
party for Mrs. Exom was held last week by Mrs. Stricklin.
Mrs. Exom has departed from Memphis to make her home
in Chicago. (Mitchell High Photo Club(

Funeral Directors Association; Robert H. Miller, Chicago,
Illinois, secretary of the National Funeral Directors Association; Arthur II. Mason, Memphis, president of the Bluff
City Funeral Directors Association; Hobart Martin, Nashville, first Negro to become a member of the State Board
of Funeral Directors and Embalmers, appointed by Gov.
Clement; and, T. C. D. Ilayes, Memphis, past National
President of the Funeral Directors Association.

Pickets Protest
Mass. School Boss

WAF Recruiter To Give

SPRINGFIELD, Mass., (UPI)
By GORDON HANCOCK
I college.
wanted to be a "doctor."
—A civil rights group which
Try as we may, it is difficult There are millions of these.
This is true of the general staged a sit-in in the office of •
to evade the conclusion that the Just what will become of them
the superintendent of schools
Young women who have been
For more information about
South of Tomorrow will be to Is a question about which our Iry of Negro youth. The sights
last Friday set up picket lines •
wanting the "woman's view- the WAF. call 534-3551, or visit
these United States the West of educators do not seem to be are set on the stars with little
outside the premises.
point" about life in the Worn. the Air Force Recruiting Office
yesterday. The southward bothered. Negro prejudice attention paid to the wild geese
The dozen pickets said they
en's Air Force will have an op- on June 23 from 8 a.m. to 4
growth of the nation is inevita- against training in the manual and wild turkeys running around
were protesting racial initialportunity to get just that on p.m., and discuss the opportunble and the trends are already arts is just as strong as in within range of their ammuniance
in the city's public school
•
June 23, 1965, according
an ities available to members of
Whenrver the South is the days of P.aoker T. Wash- tion.
system.
announcement this week from the United States Air Force,
called upon to make financial ington.
Nobody says anything about - MI are members of the
the U .S. Air Force Recruiting
outlays for the Negro, its in- With competition growing br ck - laying a n d cal pentry, Springfield chapter of
the ConOffice.
variable reply is in terms of keenes and more vicious and about cooking and laundering, gress
Of Racial
Equality
On that date, Staff Sergeant
taxes paid by Negroes.
with the sub-college white man and t iloring and cement finish- (CORE). They carried placards
Willa Justice, WAF recruiter
Too often, provisions for the fully awake to the gravity of ing and a hundred other things reading "We Shall
Overcome,"
for this area, will be at the Air
Negro citizens of the South are the situation and struggling to within their reach. Nearly ten. and "No Jail Or Fine Shall
Force Recruiting office to dislimited according to
com- monopolize the field of the man- tenths of the youngsters of to- Stop Us."
cuss the Air Force with interparatively meager taxes they ual arts, the Negro educator day have their ambitions set on
Benjamin Swan, vice presiested young women over 18 and
pay. But it must he remember- have let the matter go by decrdtun
fnitrietshewihuircthun
dent of the local CORE chap- „
high school graduates.
ed that the Negro has already fault.
a
sep
w
atiell fh
ee
w. :ter, said there were no plans
Sergeant Justice has been a
justified whatever consideraThe Negro's pr ejudice'to stage another sit-in inside,
He had concentrated his intions he may offer for It took
member of the WAF for seven
te •est on the few openings on against ihe manual arts while the office.
years and has been stationed
a lot of hard work to do the
the upper echelons of the na- understandable is nevertheless The president of the chapter
in Texas, Nebraska, Mississipstrenuous chores necessary to tion's economic life. For many regrettable. Aiming at
the stars and 11 other members who conlay the foundation of the now
pi, Tennessee, and overseas
years this writer as a teacher is fine and idealistic, but shoot- ducted the sit-in last week were
promising South.
London, England.
has made it a practice to in- ing at wild turkeys is realistic fined $50 each on charges stemWhen the foundation of the
Women in the Air Force may
quire among the younger Ne- and practicable.
ming from the incident.
South was laid the Negroes with
work in one of many job career
what they wanted to
their strong backs and weak and groes just
fields in specialities including
become.
untrained minds were the liftsecretarial,
communications,
ing cranes and bull-dozers that Strangely enough, a large
accounting and finance and
now are doing the heavy work. number want to be profession.'
medical.
BIRMINGHAM, England —
Even now, the burden of the els — doctors and lawyers and
WAF also have equal pay and
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — (UPI) — Racists burned two
South's building rests heavily teachers and scientists. The othpromotion opportunities as their
crosses, Ku Klux Klan fashion,
upon the shoulders and backs er day I bumped into a little The White House denied that
male counterparts, and can be
on the property of colored
of the Negroes who still carry Negro urchin almost barefoot President Johnson urged New
assigned to many interesting
men here, police reported.
to
Ofl WhO their strong backs an and ragged and apparently bum York Mayor Robert F. Wagner
bases within the United States
A total of four cross burnings
weak and untrained minds. Be- ifrY. I asked what be wanted to
and overseas.
the
term
as
seek
a
fourth
to
has been reported in the BirmLire the lifting cranes and bull- be when he became a man, he
ingham area.
dozers were, the Negro was! replied with emphasis that he city's chief executive.
The race-prejudice-ridden South
The engagement and forth- nessee Add State university is quite content to forget the
Negro's just claims to fall citicoming marriage of Miss Caro- where she was a member of zenship.
MemSenate,
the
lyn Ann Turner to George Dan-the Women's
The Negro has a "built in"
club, and Delta Sigma aversion to manual labor bePITTSBURGH — (UPI) — induce commission chairman liel Miller of Mullins, South Ca- phis
sorority.
cause he has had such bitter exOfficials of the NAACP met Dr. William D. McClelland to'rolina, was announced this Theta
apologize foprranchge
aracnte
erizi•week by her father, Mr. Nelson . Mr. Miller is also a gradu- 1 perience. Now the South, for
with Allegheny County cornhave
rnwhhisunlife,un equite
iPg
one
unk
D.
whicUnvers°a Turner of 1742 Kingsview drive. ate of Tenessee State
de- the civil rights leaders,
missioners to continue
ontsnthe
tc th
the
a
ty. where he was a member pcile vy,.
Mrs.
of
the
son
Mr.
Miller
is
McClelland!
on
mands that more Negroes be "young
second-rate
citizenpunk."
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, ship as a rovard for his labors.
added to the county payroll, made the remark after Prange Mattie Miller of Mullins, S. C., of
of being more lit- and the late Rev. John Miller. He is currently a student at The heartlessness of race prehim
Members of several eivn'acused
judice could never be more
terested in his political future The bride-elect is a graduate
rights groups planned to picket
vividly illustrated.
than in Negro rights.
will
take
place
The
wedding
of Carver High school and was
the county courthouse to supThe hue and cry for "acadeMcClelland has refused to
on Saturday afternoon in the
recently graduated from Tenmic excellence" with Harvard
port the demands. A spokesman apologize.
home of the bride's sister, Mrs.
as its fountain head, has trickled
Richard E. Jones, before memsaid there were no immediate simple particles. What remaindown to Negro academic levels.
bers of the families and close
plans to resume a sit-in in the ed to be carried over from the
All we hear is the cry for "extheoretical to the actual was
friends, with Rev. James Lawcorridor near the commissionc-lence" — a-most commendCONTINUED FOR AN INDEFINITE AMOUNT OF TIME
whether these simple antiparson, pastor of Centenary Meth- able and worthy cry. As usual,
er's office.
ticles could be organized in an
odist church, officiating.
not a word is being said about
The sit-in continued for three atomic nucleus.
830.00 off AnY Purvhase Price
A reception will be held la- provisions for the "sub-exceldays, the demonstrators ring- This was what Lederman and
at
388
Flame
Room
the
ter
in
lent"
students of the land, It is
— Detroit CORE's1
DETROIT
of Any Wig Wain Wig
te
d in Brook.
Outer Parkway.
ed the courthouse temporarily his
pitiful to ponder what will beanti-slum campaign was dramThe couple will live in Nash- come of the greater percentage
then disbanded when meeting haven's synchrotron which gen.
memsix
atized recently when
of students who will not go to
Styles to Please Each Individual
crates -bnergy approaching the
ville.
was arranged.
bers of the group chained—in at
The sit-in was intended to primordial force which created the construction site of the
Personality - Styles Rv Specially
matter — and theoretically anti. swank St. Regis Hotel, which is
Trained Fashion Stylists. Take
matter — in the first place. being built by Goodman Broslumlord
They sent streams of protons thers Real Estate,
Advantage of Our Special Styling
with 30 billion electron volt which has refused to negotiate
grievanenergy crashing into the metal- with CORE on tenant
Offer on Tuesday & Wednesday
ces.
lic element Beryllium.
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Deny LBJ Urged
Wagner Candidacy

KKK Fashion

NAACP Urges More Negroes On
County Payroll In Pittsburgh

CORE 'Chains In'
At Detroit Hotel

Says No Formed

a

Klan In Britain

, Specializing in-- ,
FARM FRESH
PRODUCE
The Finest selection of
Farm Fresh Vegetables at
LOW LOW PRICES -

LONDON — (UPI) A burning cross, symbol of the Ku
Klux Klan, was put on the
door of a colored family here.
It was the sixth incident in
Britain in about a week.
The family doused the cross
with water. It was the second
fiery cross found in London.
The first appeared Saturday.
The other four were attached
to homes of colored families in
Birmingham and Leamingtqn,
in the English midlands, last
week.,
Maurice Foley, a junior minister whose job is to help racial
Integration In Britain, said
there was "no organized Klan"
operating in Britain.
Foley, joint parliamentary
undersecretary to the department of economic affairs, told
a meeting of ROO Sikhs that the
people who burned the cross
come from "a lunatic fringe"
and are "unedueated with
-*4toed minds."
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Lodge To Give
Benefit Teas

fre

111111.w.mon

Benevolent
Christian
The
Lodge Society will present season teas at 12 locations on Sunday, June 20, from 4 to IS pan.
Sponsors and locations are
Mrs. Josephine Woodard, 573
Lucy; Mrs. Estella Morgan,
848 Marechal Neil; J. S. Edwards, 845 Marechal Neil; W.
W. Walker, 1379 Richmond; M.
J. Edwards, 845 Marechal Neil
and Mrs. Marcell Gatewood,
845 Josephine.
Also Mrs. Amelia Mauldon,
2463 Park; John Cummings,
4930 Black rd., Mrs. Clara Wllkinson. 1405 Gill; Mrs. Hattie
Pope, 2460 Spotswood, and
Mrs Kelly Cole, 2159 Sparks,

IIV4 I-114,11144,g * it

tut,

Chorus To Observe
10th Anniversary
The Male Chorus of Saint
Peter Baptist Church located
at 1410 Pillow Street will observe its 10th Anniversary Sunday. June 20, 1965 at 3 p.m.
Male choruses to participate
n the progam are Golden Leaf,
St. Stephen, Mt. Vernon, Morning View. Mt. Olive Cathedral
and Gospel Temple. R. J. Spencer is president of the chorus
and Rev. C. .I. Gaston is pastor
of the church.
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NEWLYWEDS AND RELATIVES — Relatives of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Brown, Jr., posed with the newly-married couple
following the wedding at St. Paul Baptist church. From left
are Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Brown, Sr., mother and father of
_.

i

Ebenezer's Youth
Hear Miss Avant

The Ebenezer Baptist church,
,some mighty good friends."
114 Henry St., observed its
The judge said racial trou Youth Day, Sunday, June 13.
bles were caused by outsiders Speaker for the morning wor26 ship was the pastor, Rev. E.
The group represents
Recently St. Paul Baptist sisting here were Mrs. Hattie,atid Mrs. Katherine J. Hendley
church, 1543 Brookins St., was Gregory. Airs. Sophia Ware, of Chicago, Ill. (aunts of the SELMA, Ala — Fifty out-of- newsmen asked him several Negroes have never caused any states and in addition there L. slay.
were about a dozen newsmen Miss Clarice Avant of the
, Mr. bride). Mr. and Mrs. James I. state journalists, including
the setting for the wedding of Miss Virginia Chaft157.
a questions about his city's cad- trouble and added "among the
representing Alabama news- St. Matthew Baptist Church
Miss Lois Annette Neely and Floyd Malone and Mrs. ChrisNegro reporter, began a tour
population
I
have
Negro
Selma
local
problems.
said
He
Mason. Chicago, Ill.; Mfrs
papers and radio stations.
was the speaker for the 3:00
Fred Laurence Brown, Jr. He tine Malone.
of Alabama at Gov. George al
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hostesses and other helpers Katheryn E. Neely, Nashville, Wallace's invitation.
Rep. O'Hara 'is a member of p.m. service.
Racial
V- 4 Brown, Sr., of 916 Ran- were
Margaret Bland, Mrs.1Tenn.; Pvt. Bertrand R. Nee- demonstrators greeted them at
the House Committee on Mrs. Rosa Cody was chairJeanette Exom, Mrs. Lillie B.1iy, Fort Gordon, Ga.; Miss Et. two stops.
Street.
Foreign affairs,
man of the program.
Miss Neely is the daughter Bolton, who was gift registrar;
About 10 Negro civil rights
i
1
1
i
s,
W
a
m
Chattannoga,
'
Its
of Mrs. Elnora Jackson Neely, Mrs. Verneita H. Watson, Mrs.
demonstrators picketed a puband the late Mr. Lonnie Neely, 1Melzani Killebrew, Mrs. Loret- 1Tehn•; Mr. David C. Neely, lic park where the group sat
Ita Crutcher, Mrs. Lillie M. Mc- Nashville, Tenn., and Miss Al- down to a barbeque luncheon.
Sr. of 1600 Lake Grove St.
"
1
Officiating was Rev. William Guire, Mrs. Janice Sampsom, ma Swift, of Chattanooga.
The Negroes carried placard, VS 1'“
A. Suggs. The wedding music Mrs. Vernell C. Neely, Mrs.'i The bride and groom are reading "keep free press, free"
4
.
1.$
xi 4j.„
was presented by Omar R. Emma J. Turner, Mrs. Mildred I
The demonstrators atte so p t
graduates
of
Tennessee
A
and
Robinson, organist in charge; C. Nunnally, Guest registrar ed to enter the park but were
Mrs. Hattie B. Swearengen, vo. Mrs. Shirley London, Miss A. State University where the turned back.
calist, and Nelson N. Jackson letha Wooten, Mrs. Gloria Al. groom received his master's At one point during the tour
Good Until Dec. 1966, Winter or Summer
who played a piano solo.
sandor, Mrs. Doris Bowers, degree. He has done other stu- through Selma, several newsTHE BRIDE was given in Barbara J. Whitley, Miss Matasked
men
to
stop
at
the
Dallas
WITH EVERY NEW AND
dies at Southwestern Univers'.
marriage by her brother, Pfc. tie Wooten, Beverly Daniels,
County Court House, where NeBertrand Neely. She made her and Mr. and Mrs. Jetro Alex- tY•
groes were waiting to register
SELECT USED CAR PURCHASE
The bride has done graduate to vote, and at the Brown
entrance in a long-sleeve snowy ander.
silk faced peau de soi gown, Music for the reception was work at Tennessee State, and Chapel Church, focal point of
6 DAYS PLUS 1. DAY
framed by a beautiful fan-ef- conducted by Mr. Lonnie Nee- has attended Memphis State demonstrations earlier
this
fect scalloped neckline encrust- ly, Jr. on saxophone, David C. University. She is an instructor year. They were told the sche.
sod 5 eights at Oho city
and 1 night at
of your shirks,. Pick tress
ed with sequins and seed Neely on trumpet, and Kurl of mathematics at Melrose duie at htat time was too tight
thane II elfin:
High School.
pearls. Appliqued motifs of im- McKinney on piano.
colorful
to stop.
• at. refer..
•'fl.nive
ported Alencon lace, garlandSOME GUESTS
The couple will honeymoon Selma Probate Judge Bernburg ItenvIN • Ft. Lena
Nautilus-Congress
ed the bouffant skirt.
OUT OF TOWN GUESTS in Upper Montclair, New Jer- ard Reynolds served as tour
• Irerneter
dead**
Iteerh
• • Ousel%
The headpiece was a scallop- were Mrs. Corrie J. Hudson, sey.
guide on one of the buses and
Inn
•Comm,
• Nap)... on
*midi
ed queen's crown, enhanced
(.ult
• Oilstone.
•
Miami
Cope Coral, Florida
with pearls „and crystals; and
Dearly
Iirei h '
U
.
fiiNer.tip length veil.
ighe bride carried a -bouquet
oi 'carnations centered with an
orchid.
THE ATTENDANTS
Mrs. Eleanor N. Mason, sisThe Security
given an official escort by th,
ter of the bride, was matron (NP!) — k orty-two beauti- whether he could help them.
Rambler
Economy
clans,
led
I
by
Mrs.
Marjorie
of honor. Bridesmaids were
When told they wanted to see Liberian government which in
Delivers
Mrs. Joyce B. Weddington,I Stewart Joyner, returned to the Ambassador Brown, he replied eluded the deputy mayor, Mr
Champ cart be
U.S. last week, highly incensed that the ambassador was with Ellen Sandimanie; and Mr,
:
Mrs. Velma B. Blackwell, mg
yours for only' fin.
ters of the grobm; and Miss over the treatment accorded a group in a conference and Ellen G. Cooper, director of
cluding vocatien)
Katheryn E. Neely, sister of them at the. U. S. embassy in would be unable to see them.
social welfare.
Le.
"Miss
for
events
the
top
of
OF t' TO DETROIT—One
Monrovia, Liberia.
the bride.
Mrs. Joyner said that there In recounting the incident, Moyne" each year is a trip to Detroit during the month of
PER
They wore street-length dress- The group had gone on a was,no attempt made to inform
where she is presented at the annual Cabarama staged
MO.
es of pastel pink and blue with 'four-week study-pleasure tour the ambassador of their pre- Mrs. Joyner noted that all June
here
Shown
Club in the Motor City.
white embossed designs, with 'of Europe and Africa, at the senc_r nor to arrange another members of the party were em- by the LeMoyne Alumni
(includes Florida
ready to take off for the colorful event is the college's "Miss
matching pink, and blue head- close of the 20th international date'
vacation)
for them to meet the offi- barrassed by the cold-shoulder LeMoyne" of 1964-65, Miss Geraldine Gray, who received
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the
United
dress
'with normal down
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treatment, or snub, accorded
31.
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During the remainder of their them by the embassy. The amcarnations complimenting their tion and Alpha Chi Pi Omega
sorority-fraternity • in the Wal- stay, they were unable to see bassador, a native of.. South
dress.
Mrs. Neely wore a beige dorf-Astoria Hotel, New i'ork, the ambassador.
Carolina, Is a recent appointee
In marked contrast, they
dress of French lace with scal- May 1-5.
to the post.
loped sleeves and hemline, Reaching Monrovia on May were received in audience by
She said the snub was all the
while the groom's mother wore 18 for a four-day visit, the President William V. S. Tubmore
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Embassy In Liberia
Snubs Beautidans On Tour
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Have you noticed that
the Smooth Canadian gets
to the best parties?
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the groom; Mr. and Mrs. Brown, .1 i .. Mrs. Elnora J. Neely,
mother of the bride; and Pfc. Bertrand B. Neely, brother
of the bride. The couple will honeymoon in Michigan.
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Most Whites Support
Integrated Neighbors'

Keep Your
Family The
Right Size

MR. AND MRS. JAMES A. BRIDGEFORTH are seen during a reception held
for them at the Lelia Walker Club blouse
recently. The bride is the former Miss BevMy Wells, daughter of Roscoe Wells of

Chicago and Mrs. Geraldine Wells of 1419
Starr. Mr. Bridgeforth's parents are Mr.
and Mrs. James Bridgeforth, Sr., if 1277
Gill. — (McChristen Photo)

Tshombe Says Rebels
Defeated In Congo

NEW YORK — Eight in ten more emphatic among the na- Americans feel that the Federwhite Americans say they tion's white teen-agers. Only 11 al Government should interwould not move or sell their per cent said they would want vene to secure the vote for lie
homes if a Negro family moved their parents to move or sell groes in communities that stWIF
to deny this right.
in next door, a new survey re- their homes.
vealed.
Again on the issue of race, Support for Government inThis was the answer to a ithe pollsters found that nearly tervention among whites is
By LEONTYNE HUNT.
five times as many Americans strongest in the East, Midwest
IMMIlieNtent question posed in a special Galsurprising
Dear Leontyne,
a while? Birth control talk al- lup poll conducted for Look now consider integration lb e and West, bat a
Magazine. Results of the sur- country's major concern as number of Southerners — 48
I take the birth control pills ways shows ADC
mothers, wor- vey appear in an article, whets a similar survey was per cent — also favor Governand so do most of my friends.
ment intervention to secure the
Mood
Today," conducted five years ago.
But we take different strengths. ried women, and teen-age girls. "America's
and I think the men need your published in the current issue In the area of civil rights, vote for Negroes. The reaction
I take the 5 milligram strength
talk even more than the women of Look.
white Americans unequivocally among the nation's teen-agers
and most of the others take the
Significantly, only 23 per support the Negro cause, ac- is again even more pronounced.
21
/
2 milligram strength. Since do!
Mrs.
J.
D.
cent of white Southerners de- cording to the poll in Look. "The reaction of our whit).
my friends are protected by takclared they would move, indi- Some six in ten adult Ameri- majority to the persistent Nc.
ing a pill which is just half as Dear Mrs. J. D..
strong as the one I take, You have a point! After an, cating that people in the South cans favor Federal action in gro challenge strongly suggest,
wouldn't it be all right for me to ball of the parents in the world have been more deeply affect- the Negro's behalf, and among that while the little men of our
take just a half a pill a day? are men. We are willing and ed by the race issue than most teen-agers, support is even land have been making the
stronger.
That way, oae month's supply of anxious to do anything we can Americans realize.
ugly headlines, most Amen
pills would last me two months to involve men in thinking and The willingness to accept Ne- In answer to a question on cans have been doing some ha
talking
about
birth
control, fam groes as neighbors was even voting rights, two out of three sic thinking," Look said.
and it would save money.
fly planning, and responsible
Mrs R G.
parenthood.
Dear Mrs. R. G.
Absolutely not! Although it There are at least two reasmight seem logical, half of a 5 ons why men are not as involmilligram pill is not the same as ved: I) It's the woman who has
a whol. 2's milligram pill and the baby, and 2) All but one of
will not protect you from be- the medically approved methods of birth control are for
coming pregnant.
Birth control pills exert a women.
very delicate control on a worn- There's nothing we can do aan's body, so you must never . bout number one but accept It.
make your own rules for taking But scientists are working OD
them—or any other medicine other methods of birth control
the doctor prescribes, for that for men. Probably by 1970 there
matter. Take the pills only ac- will be birth control pills and
cording to direction and call,shots for men.
your doctor if you should have, In the meantime, men are
any questions at all.
slowly becoming more interestDear Mrs. Hunt,
ed and involved in the whole
Why don't you pick or) men for! matter.

You Can Have God And TV
Says California Pastor

Dixie Baptists Pass
Vote On Race Issue

Provident Vigil
CIIICAGO —

Uniformed policeman guards door to
comedian Dick Gregory's room in Provident Hospital following a call from a
man w h o identified himself as a Ku

Klux Klansman a n d warned that
"someone will take care of Gregory."
Gregory is recuperating from injuries
he allegedly obtained in a rights arrest.
(UPI Telephoto)

Consider Naming Negro Clerics To White Churches
STOCKTON, Calif.— (UPI)--1 Dotald H. Tippett said.
At least 10 predominantly white' Bishop Tippett also said MethMethodist churches have been odist district superintendents in
instructed to consider naming1Northern California and NevaNegro ministers to their pul-kla had been instructed to ar
pit, San Francisco Bishop' range conferences this year with

a minimum of 10 predominantly
white churches in their eistricts
to search for congregations
which would agree to accept 'a
Negro minister within three
years.
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Racial Tension Causes Britons
To Impose Ban On Immigration

Mrs. Johnson Enjoys
Caribbean Vacation

NEW YORK CITY — (ANPI)
— Recent Gallup Poll results
indicate that criticism of the
Johnson Administration's efforts on the racial issue centers not so much on the principle of integration as on the
speed with which integration
is being carried out. The Poll
noted that nationwide 34 per
vent felt this to be true.
"In addition," the survey observed, "an overwhelming majority of white persons in the
South have COMP LO take the
view that integration in the
South is inevitable."
An interesting sidelight to
the public's views on the rate
of integration is the response
to the following: "How would
you feel about clergymen in
your own church taking part in
protest marches on civil rights
issues. Would you approve or
disapprove of this?"
The results: Clergymen participating in civil rights marches? Approve: General 32%:.
Protestants, 29%; Catholics,
40% Disapprove: General, 51%;
Protestants, 10%; Catholics,
44% — No Opinion: General,
12%, Protestants, 11%; Catholics, 16%.
The Gallup Poll points out
that "Catholics tend to lie more
in favor of participation' by religious leaders in marches than
are Protestants.

M'

ment
will

NEW YORK CITY — (ANPI) ruled out of the Kingdom of
— The Rev. Browne Barr, pas- God anyone who uses mill i
tor of First Congregational polish or plays cards."
USE GAS TO NAB PAIR
Church, Berkeley, Calif, and an These attitudes, declares Dr
MADRID — (UPI) — Pre- said. "Now we have finished pendent. and who unsuccessful- linstructor
Municiple Court after appearing on a fugiPolice in Daveport, Ohio used tear gas to
at the Pacific School Barr, are similar to those of
mier Moise Tshombe of the them off. There are regions)
ly fought the United Nations, of Religion, describes how choosing between the wheat
tive warrant from Cincinnati, charging them
nab two accused murderers, Clarence HuntCongo said the rebellion there where there still are some reb-1
and the weeks, as explained
with first degree murder and larceny of
er and James Ira Clark in their apartment.
has been virtually defeated and els with arms and with Euro- feel he now had the country be- some members of a congregaan automobile (UPI Telephoto)
tion view other church-goers. by Jesus in the parable of the They are being led from the Daveport
all its leaders have fled the swans whom they have taken to hind him.
Tares. The Parable reminds
country.
slaughter. But that is not the "After the Katanga alt 1K! "They say about one man us, he says that we are huTshombe assessed the Congo whole Congo.
there was a great deal of pro- that he's an old hypocrite and mans, not God, and our judgesituation in an interview with "They (the rebels) won't last
is only in church because he's ments are not final.
United Press International much longer. We will continue paganda against me." Tshomwhile on a visit to Madrid. He the task until there is not one be said. "But in the year I
Painted an optimistic picture left."
have concerned myself with
of a country now seized with a What did he think was the Congo affairs it has been yea"national spirit" that would politics of the remaining reb- lized--by the other
African
carry the Congo forward to els?
countries, too—that 1 am neithgreatness.
! "These gromvs are not poll. er on the side of the Imperial.
two children would probably reLONDON — (UPI) — Faced come into being recently.
The recent fighting in the Heal rebels. They are elements ists nor the Colonialists.
DALLAS — (U P I) — The The southern Baptists voted with mounting racial tension un- Prime Minister Harold Wilson turn to the West Indies because
North, especially around Rota, that have come out of Kuala,
"They see that I am Congo- Southern Baptist Convention dis- to reverse themselves and join employment and housing short- was expected to make a state- a cross was burned outside
where white hostages have been From Kindu to Buda is about lese and that I
am concerned solved momentarily into argu- with other Baptist groups on ages, the British government ment on immigration after the their home.
reported slaughtered, is only a 1.500 kilometers (about 940
solely with Congolese affairs. ments about race relations but the continent in a North Ameri- may soon impose an almost Commonwealth Prime Ministers' A passing white man warned
last desperate resistance by miles) and since they have no
total ban on immigration, in- Conference which opens in LonThey also have seen that I sr oothed o v - r the disagree- can Baptist fellowship.
the family of danger and 7Irs.
trapped natives from Kindu in means to return they take yen- fought
ment and declined to vote any
don next week.
formed sources said.
against the rebellion,
Henry declared later, "I cannot
recommendations on the prob- The issue was defeated las'
the East Central Congo, he geance on the whites by kill. have
already has bar.ned The Daily Sketch said Wilson
Britain
organized elections (Paryear.
stay here any longer. I'm terrisaid. The killing of white, ha, lag them.
lem.
immigration of urokilled per- was considering a full threeliamentary elections held this
fied in case it happens again."
The race issue came up durbeen done in "vengeance" for, The rebel chiefs have left Spring) and have
sons from commonwealth na- year ben on immigration.
registered 85
ing discussion on the group's
the smashing of the rebellion,
tions who have no job waiting Informed sources said the Wilson met with three cabal
'the Congo and are scattered per eent of the vote. For these
Christian Life Commission, the
Tshombe asserted,
for them here. Tie stringent new controIs might limit all ministers and heard an inteAllr
through other countries."
elections I called in other Afrinew restrictions may be institu- workers coming into Britain, in- report from Adm. Earl Mount"When I returned to the Con- Did Tshombe, who as Presi. can observers and they could social action organ of the 10.6
ted before the end of the year. cluding doctors and nurses, An batten, the armed forces chief
go three quarters of the court- dent of Katanga Province tried verify that they were properly million member denomination.
Rev. William M. Nevins, a reThe largest immigration into Alternative would be a partial of staff, who heads a governtry was in rebel hands," he to declare the province inde- conducted."
tired minister from Lexington,
Britain is by so-called "colored" ban, cutting by two-third the ment-appointed mission studyKy. asked that the commission
persons — Indians, Pakistanis 75,000 persons now allowed to ing immigration controls.
be abolished because, he said,
entcr Britain from common- Junior minister Maurice Foley
and West Indians.
ths commission was seeking inattended the meeting and later
There have been two cross wealth countries annually.
tegration of the 33,000 southern
burnings this week in the in- Mrs. Larklan Henry, a Negro was criticized for iguoring a
Baptist churches.
dustrial city of Birmingham, immigrant from Jamaica whose white citizens' group during a
He got support from the Alawhere organizations patterned husband is a Birmingham fac- visit to race-conscious Smethbama and Mississippi ministers
after the Ku Klux Klan have tory worker, said they and their wick in the Midlands.
at the convention, who also
sought to remove a section of
Mrs. Johnson called her
the commission's report on
daughter Lynda, 21, at the
White House to ask her how
race matters.
The more than 15,000 deleher black tie dance in honor
GETS GRANT
gates, l'.isvover, approved the
of Princess Christina of Sweden
work of the commission but they Hilliard Lackey, a senior hiswent off Saturday night.
added a motian by Rev. L. Lyon tory major at Jackson State
She learned the dance "went
of Montgomery, Ala. saying that College, received a graduate
quite nicely," said Mrs. Johnson's social secretary, Bess
the local church is competent assistantship for the 1965-64
PLANTA- tional park service who h a s Abell.
BAY
to deal with any question, so- term at the University of Ar- CANEEL
snorkellady
on
the
first
taken
Cad in a sunny yellow bathcial or otherwise.
kansas, Fayetteville, Ark. Re. TION, V. I. — (UPI) — Lady ing jaunts for several days.
known
numeration involved in the as- Bird Johnson has taken to Mrs. Johnson spent her last ing suit the first lady —
here as "Lady Johnson" —
sistantship amounts to $1,100 snorkeling — underwater swimday in this tropical resort went underwater swimming/FA
cash and the remission of non- ming — in the Caribbean sea snorkeling, swimming and sun- Turtle
Bay with Samuel lip
resident fees. He is a 1961 with a natural ease that has ning before returning to t Is e her own entourage,
including
graduate of Quitman High surprised experts in the Virgin hectic pace of White House Mrs. Abell. Her secret service
School, Marks, Miss. At the Islands.
life. She plans to fly back to agent also snorkeled along.
University, he will pursue the "She's a natural swimmer— Washington from St. Thomas on "She's a strong woman,"
Master's Degree in Historical so relaxed," said Noble Samuel, a commercial jetliner Monday said Samue 1, admiringly.
Geography.
a Negro lifeguard with the na- afternoon.
"She's also smiling."

Poll Shows
Civil Rights
Accepted
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MR. GENE (BOWLEG) MILLERS' WIFE GET ix_Memphian
TOP APPOINTMENT WITH MEMPHIS WIG WAM

Gets
Promotion In Illinois

5

e Federinter! for Ilk
hat an/

Mrs. Beverly Coleman Clark,led fourteen student teachers
a native Memphian, was re in her classroom. Mrs. Clark
cently promoted to the post,will begin studying toward her
tion of supervisor and director doctorate degree in administraof all educable mentally handl- tion and supervision at the U.
capped and trainable mentally niversity of Illinois this sumin mer and has received a state
classrooms
handicapped
the Champaign, Illinois school full scholarship for her study.
She was elected president of
system.
EduceMrs. Clark attended Florida the Champaign Special
year.
School and is a 1957 honor bon Association for next
graduate of Booker T. Washing- This is a city-wide organization
workton high school. She was "Miss of all professional people
Bronze Queen" of 1957 and a ing in the area of special edu1961 honor graduate of South- cational services.
ern Illinois University, Carbon-. Mrs. Clark is the first Negro supervisor in the Chamdale., Illinois.
which
While at SILL she was Alpha paign School system
Phi Alpha "Sweetheart of was named one of eight Na1957." During her senior year, tional Education Association
she was a university residence (NEA) Pace Maker school syshalls counselor. She was cho- tems in the United States this
sen SIU's calendar cover girl past year.
in 1960 and was sponsored by TEACHER'S DAUGHTER
Kappa Alpha Psi Mrs. Clark She is the daughter of a
receives her master of science teacher, the late Mrs. Addie
degree in education from the M. Goss, who taught 19 years
of Illinois this at Florida School. Her father
University
DR. HOWARD THURMAN HONORED —
is Mr. Frank B. Coleman of
Dr. Howard Thurman, center, long-time
month.
this city. Her aunt, Mrs. Thel- Dean of Boston University's Marsh Chapel
WORKING ON DO('TORATE ma M. Mitchell resides at 1436
and for the past year, minister at-large at
She is also employed in teach- Britton St. Another aunt, Mrs.
Boston University, was honored recently at
er training at the University of Agnes Hoosmon is cafeteria
a testimonial program marking his retireIllinois and has directly train- manager at Corry School.
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ment from the University. Congratulating
the Dean at left is Dean George Makechale
of the University's Sargent College, and a
longtime friend of Dr. Thurman. Looking
•
on is Mrs. Thurman.

Don't Kiss
a

HASTINGS, England — (UPI)
— Kitchen porter Spyrou Yainnikkou was fined $70 for "threatening behavior" toward his
sweetheart. Police said he
knocked her to the ground and
dragged her across a road by
her hair because she kissed another man.

•
4., fa.

Mr. Frank Lynch, manager of the firm at 94 So. Main street announced the appoint- Ell
ment of Mrs. Frances Miller last week as his assistant, and Mrs. Dorothy Young. standing, 1111
will assist Mrs. Miller.
Mrs. Miller, for the last eight months worked as a saleslady for same firm. Her nest IN
appointment, will be in general, personnel, sales, etc., and assistant to Mr. Lynch.
When asked how Mrs. Miller felt about her new appointment, she answered, it came
do my utmost to perfam my duties, to warrant
Sas a complete surprise, and I shall at all times
my appointment. I shall enjoy working as Mr. Lynch's assistant, and the rest of the staff, as

Begging Pays
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
Asked to explain why many
blind persons are begging on
San Francisco streets when they
eligible for pensions ranging up
to $300 per month, the city's
welfare director said they can
do better than this with the cup
and pencils.
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Mrs. Miller is a native Memphian, graduate of Manassas high school. Married to a
popular musician & entertainer, she is the mother of Christopher Miller, a seventh grade student at A. B. Hill school. The Millers attend Central Baptist Church.
Memphis WIG Wain is a nationally known firm with stores in all principle cities, featuring the latest in wigs and hair pieces. Designed to add to your personality.
All of our wigs are styled by trained fashion stylist

Dr. Howard Addresses
Evers Memorial

UNIFORMS
Ucht., Board, Doctoonasa,
Mother of Church,
Na,..., AlscIonary,
Prayer land

CHILDREN AND GIFT — Boys and girls at Goodwill for
Children were made happy recently when members of the
Delightful Twelse Social club presented the home a movie
--

projector for both recreational and educational purposes.
Mrs. Mildred Heard is the director of GooiN ill Homes.
(Mitchell High Photo Club)

Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poplin, 31.o. 5t. 32
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Lowest Prices Avelleble
JACKSON, Miss — (UPI) — corn State College. The physi- k the only salvation for
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 2t2
A Mississippi-born Negro clan said he delivered Evers' Negro."
been some signs:
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
physician from Chicago said first two children at Mound "There has
said, "but,I Faculty members of the
present and Guest, W. Eugene Lin
as Whitehall It., LW.
701 N It,. NI.
members
Wallace Wilburn presented Faculty
that two years after the sniper Bayou, an all•Negro Mississippi of change," Howard
Allen.3, Georgie
WashIn
tea 2,D.C.
sou've got a., long way to go Booker T. Washington Evening gifts to Miss Maggie McDow- were, Miss Rosa A. Robinson, sey, and Rev. C. J. Reid,
slaying of civil rights leader community.
Mrs.
Garrett,
Bessie
Mrs.
of
of
"Favorite
state
Teacher
MissisU-Bar
the
!lie
in
the
ell,
at
here
gathered
segregation
school
Evers,
is
The crowd filled a Negro
Medgar
: church to hear Howard sippi." He called for an effort Ranch recently to celebrate a the Evening School," E. Lewis Catherine Simmons. Miss Helen
"on its deathbed" in this Deep:,bant(st
O'Neal Holly,
'South state.
tell of Evers joining the civil at unity among Negroes. noting good year of human relation- Currie, who left the system to Thompson, Mrs.
is too much strife . ship and good feeling that ex- work with the Neighborhood Mrs. Kathryn Perry Thomas,
/4i Dr. T. R. M. Howard addres:rights movement as the first "there still
among us."
tat among faculty members. Youth Corps; 0. V. Nelson, Leon A. German, Miss Rowena
' 'sed a memorial service attend- fulltime state secretary for and division
For a future with a well known Midwest Manufacturing
"Mis- The congenial and popular who received his master's de- Stephens, Mervin McCoy, Miss
ed by about 300 Negroes on the ,National Association For The Howard criticized the
Firm. We are now offering axclusiv• distributorships for
RobFreeman
Burton,
Bernice
uniState
Memphis
justice,"
A.
from
of
gree
principal,
concept
School
sissippi
Evening
Peoa patented product. No competition. Factory trained per•: second anniversary of Ever'slAdvancement of, Colored
Clanton, 0Erma
Miss
inson,
1964;
of
summer
versity
of
the
in
slayings
host.
the
Miller
was
numerous
D.
he
listing
"Because
sonnet will assist you in setting up a tried and proven
death. The Negro leader was!pie (NAACP).
and, Mrs. Carlotta Watson and dis Brown, and Miss Mose Yoche•rti sing and merchandising program. 100% mark up.
shot down in the front yard of knew he had to do something Negroes and civil rights workBrooks.
vonne
outstanding
for
loves
Fender,
tm en t guarante•d, Minimum Investment $1,000.
L.
E.
the
whites,
including
by
ers
his home June 12, 1963, as he Ifor his people."
Maximum $14,000. Al! replies confidential. For informaservice rendered to the school. Other faculty members prereturned from a civil rights Howard urged state Negroes death of three civil rights
tion write Director of Marketing, P.O. Box 14049, St.
Philadelphia,
A "21-gun salute" led by sent were Clarence Brownley,
near
meeting.
,to "continue the fight for the workers
Louis, Missouri 63178.
Nat D. Williams was given Aubrey Turner, Robert Jones,
Miss., last summer.
Howard told of hiring Evers.ballot" so that Evers "will not
goverEmMrs.
the
Principal
Miller.
Davis,
what
matter
"No
Louise
Mrs.
UNITED MARKETING COMPANY
• into his insurance business have died in vain." He said
nor or anybody else says, it's
Special guest was Jacques ma T. Johnson, Leon Davis,
6286 Bartner Avenue
when he graduated from Al-,the "proper use of the ballot open season on Negroes in
Anne
Mrs.
Osborne,
Harold
Memthe
of
director
Wilmore,
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
Mississippi the year around,"
phis Field Office, U. S. Civil Benson, John Tinsley, H. B.
Hall, William Parker, J. George
Howard charged. He charged
DETROIT — (UPI) — The Rights Commission.
a white man received "more civil rights conspiracy trial of
protection from the Mississippi Dearborr. Mayor Orville L. Hubjudicial system for killing a
bard and two of his officials
Electronic Engineers
Negro than he would for shoot-,
ing a squirrel or a quail out resumes in Federal court.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?
Several more defense witnessof season."
A CHANCE TO DO BASIC DESIGN WORK'
Howard said segregation was (: were scheduled to be heard,
'
"showing signs of being sick" and the trial is expected to la,
THEN JOIN
If you are clean and tired of high rates
when he left the state in 1956. through the week.
Now, he said, the system of
If you have lost your license
Public Safety DirecHubbard,
segregation in Mississippi "is
and p::
116“.6. the position 110 you have the hackgrotind. Armin arils
If
you are about to loose your license
on it's deathbed, and strange tor George W. Lewis,
roost have B.S. nr 31.5. in Electrical Engineering, at leaat 3
lice chief Garrison Clayton al ,
things are happening."
one or more of the following fields:
years' experience
If
you
need an SR•22 filing at once
chat:led with conspiracy to ii
1 066
Solid Stale circuit design. Logic and or linear eh-runts; Hi'..
wave equipment design. Receiver and/or transmitters; CounGiusep.
ciate the civil rights of
If you have under age 25 problems
termeasures equipment design, Conceptual and/or hardware
Faster Than Train
experience highly dialrable.
pe Stanzione in 1963 by failing
If
you need free help, advice, quick
Excellent salary. 'working conditions and all fringe benefits.
GLASGO W, SCOTLAND— to order police to disperse a
Send your resume in strict confidence to; Mr. H. K. Hudson.
(UPI) — Six days ago, before he mob at Stanzione's home. The
and efficient service, call Now!!
set out on a marathon walk
had
Stsnzione
thought
mob
948-7715 or 948-7776
from London to Glasgow, CharChicago,
lie Mclnally took his suitcase to rented his house to Negroes.
An El Opportunity Eraphotir
Derense counsel has hinted
the train station for shipment
here.
that the defense may center on
he
found
he
NOW AN OILMAN — Alex Alexander, above, has joined
When he arrived
a claim that to have used force
had covered the 400 miles faster
the headquarters staff of Humble Oil and Refining Comthan his suitcase. It was still in or make arrests could have pany in Houston, Texas, Mr. Alexander was graduated
triggered a full-scale riot.
London.
from Texas Southern University in 1954 With Humble he
does technical work with the headquarters graphics group
that supervises and coordinates much of the company's
printing and reproduction of a wide variety of materials.
A former teacher in the Houston public school system and
engineer for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Mr. Alexander is married and lives in
Houston with his wife, Lavonla, and their 10-vear old twin
daughters.

Evening School Feted By Principal Miller
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L

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. Al
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SPECIAL
SUMMER DISCOUNT
CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONERS

ORGAN MUSIC
Make your special program more meaningful.

Arrange for beautiful
Hammond Organ Music
Call 682-1653- Mr. Pfund

HAMMOND ORGAN STUDIOS
482 S. Perkins Ext.
NI•mphis, Tenn.

•

2 H.P. To Cool 1200 Sq. FT, Home
$449 Installed
2'12 H.P. To Cool 1500 Sq. FT. Home
$549 Installed
3 H.P. To Cool 1800 Sq. FT. Horne
$649 Installed
4 H.P. To Cool 2100 Sq. FT. Homer
$749 Installed

FREE Estimates • Phone 948-0904 Days
872-4382 Nights Ask For 1141. MOSELY

MAY DAY MFG. CO.
1047 Florida Street
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Bogalusa Deacons Prepare For War
In race-torn I;ogalusa, La., At two secret meetings held they intend to prevent white,reporters that there are now!whites and nonviolent Negroes
a new Negro militant group es- last Feb. 21 and 22 at Negro militant groups from using the 50 to 55 chapters in Louisiana, to sit down and bargain on
tablished recently is preparing Union hall in Bogalusa and at- force in racial turmoil.
Mississippi and Alabama.
whatever ..."
for racial warfare, it was re- tended by representatives of The secret order of the Dea- Thomas and another official About 15 persons attended
ported in t h e Los Angeles the Congress Of Racial Equal- cons was organized in Jones- of the parent group. Frederick the meetings including Charles
Times.
ity, members of the militant boro, La., last summer, re- D. Kirkpatrick, a high school Sims, a former cab driver.
The Bogalusa chapter of the group claimed to have ma- portedly with the aid of CORE teacher in Jonesboro, came to Sims was elected the Bogalusa
armed Negro vigilant group clime guns and grenades for members, in order to protect Bogalusa last February to initi- chapter president.
Negroes and civil rights work- ate the local chapter.
called the Deacons for Defense use in racial warfare.
The Times reported that IF
and Justice discussed the use The Deacons, however, em- ers from attack of armed white At the meetings, Kirkpatrick state and federal officials are
Of military weapons against phasized that their a i m of racists.
declared that "It takes violent greatly concerned about the
white militant groups in racial keeping weapons is only for Ernest Thomas, 32, an organ- blacks to combat these violent rising new element in civil
warfare, said the Times.
defensive purpose. They said izer for Jonesboro DDJ, told whites. It takes nonviolent rights struggle.

Washington Round-Up
•

N.I.Race Riot;Uncertain

JERSEY CITY, N.J. — (UPI)
The police department is
problems of housing condi-'
— Mayor Thomas J. Whelan training approximately 200 men ticr.s, em:ioament, edccation
in
crowd
control.
These
special.
and
neighborhood environment.
said there "is no way of knowly trained police will act as a Ile has appealed for the suping whether there will be anstanding task force to prevent port of community leadership in
other outbreak of lawlessness disorder.
this industrial city — from rethis summer" here where NeA study of social ills also is ligious leaders, civic groups,
groes rioted for a week last making progress.
business and industry — re•
Angust.
The specia: instruction class- minding even -one of the dii e
‘‘
"Crime is not restricted to es are underway at the Jersey consequences of inaction and
delay,
,
any
season or place. We cannot City Police AcaJemy.
4
0
116
22=Mt
libli
Dying Whelan's 18 months
The
new
instruction
is
not
predict it, but only minimize it
By ROSEMARIE TYLER BROOKS
selaly a result of the past riots, as, mayor, many changes have
by
good
law
enforcement
and
Washington Correspondent
Instead, it takes into account taken place in terms of comby attacking the social prob- he growing trend among all munity improvement.
lems that give rise to a greater sorts of groups to stage demonIn a 12-month period, some'
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — In Ala- change of a system that has exincident of crime in some areas trPtions with large numbers of 30a slum buildings were conbama, George C. Wallace is isted since slavery.
demned and demolished and by
At the risk of oversimplifica- than in others," Whelan de- people.
Miss Betty Brown, mother, Mrs. Virginia Brown, both are native alemphians, and
the ce rr plete politician: He tion, the Alabamian is
A strong advocate of state and the end of this year, the figure
a man clared.
employed with two of our leading firms, in our metropolitan city. Miss Brown who works as
Alabamians who lives, thrives, and has vestThe mayo.. has taken such fede-al aid, Whelan also is will reach 400.
long distance operator for the Bell Telephone company, Mrs. Brown as supervisor for Harlem says what white
studying a report from the 16New schools and recreation
House, Inc. are proud weekly readers of the Tri-State Defender, have found it most encouraging want to hear rather than what ed interest in the sins of omis- actIon.
member city commission on hu- areas are under construction on
to do business with the Defender's advertisers, they are all courteous, with a smile as Mr. they ought to hear. With such sion.
It ,s startling to discover that man dignity — a report that some of the whole blocks that
a formula Senator John Spark. For too many years the white
Houston is turning the keys over to Miss Brown to her new Corvair Monza.
fcr many years a Negro could when implemented — may solve were razed.
A satisfied customer always enjoy dealing with reliable people, as Chip Barwick—for man is dead, and probably Alabamian has never even
no get medical or legal trainthought
Senator
Lister
Hill
if
Republiof
sharing
equally
his
48 years serving the people of Memphis.
ing in the :::tate of Alabama. It
Miss Brown attended Douglass High school, LeMoyne college, enjoy her work with can Congressman flames Mar- society with the Negro. As a is only sines federal legislation kia
tin runs against him as it is pre- result, the Negro has never
Bell Telephone Company, and doing business with Chip Barwick.
dicted here.
been trained in those profes- has opened state schools has the
Negro been able to get such
Against such a background, sional cle.ical a:eas which
training.
which will .continue the Confed- would qualify him for particiOn the same level, no Negro
eracy for at least another 20 pation.
scluols offered business courses
years, the Negro can expect no
which would equip him to comhelp, least of all overt help, to
pete with the white society.
surmount the criminal emascuThere are many factors,
lation of his "separate but unwhich a four day trip leaves
equal" society in Alabama.
ILtIe time to explore, that conThe editors' tour, which
How one city prevented a leisure time of teenagers more bers were Negro, seven white.
tribute to the racial problems
racial conflict from erupting constructively; and to promote Religiously, they were divid- turned out to be 21 out-cf-state
in th:s beautiful state. The apinto the violence that plagued more integrated housing with ed equally — three Catholics, crEtors and 27 out-of-state reproach taken to education or
other northern communities more recreational and cultural three Jews, and three Protest- porters is cnly a pact of Alathe lack of it merely highlights
BIRMINGHAM,
Ala.
—
(UPI)
bama's plan to continue the Civduring the "long hot summer facilities for tenants in low in- ants.
— Robert Shelton, imperial a complex problem.
of 1964" was described here by come homes, he declared.
The crisis was already three il War. The tour included six wizard of the Ku Klux Klan,
It is a problem that will not
Alexander F. Miller, National "When it was over. New days old when the Commission cities: Montgomery, Birmingwill go to England soon be followed in Alabama for at
says
he
Community Service Director Rochellle leaders felt not only heard about it.
ham. Decatur, Huntsville and
BEFORE
to meet with Klan leaders there least 20 years: Then, only if all
AFTER
of the Anti-Defamation Lea- that violence had been detour- Flyers calling for a march on Mobile. It is a beautiful, lush, following recent cross burnings Alabamians began today to face
gue of B'nai B'rith, and chair- ed, but that the happening had City Hall had been distributed green state. It has state parks, in Great Britain.
Men's Wigs, Toupees and F;i1 Ins - Beards and Musthe racial problems.
man of the Human Rights Com- marked a sigificant turn in the and the Commission's caeca- Impressive zoos, plush hotels,
White Alabamians cannot,
taches, Fitted In Privacy.
mission of New Rochelle, N.Y. city's history", Miller explain. tive, director, finding it impos- Inviting swimming locations, Although Shelton would not by the nature of the system they
was
English
Klan
say
if
the
"contreFREE ESTIMATES AND CONSULTATIONS
other
Miller is author of "Crisis ed.
sible to reach Negro leaders, and all the
have perpetuated, begin to
Without Violence," a pamphlet Previously, New Rochelle's herself joined the march to meets" that could make it "The responsible for the cross burn- solve their racial problems toFittings by trained expert
putiobnlish
Leeda by the Anti-Defama- race relations had come to the City Hall where the demon- sta--studded vacation land" its ings, he indicated it might have day.
GERI HERSHMAN
claim.
folders
League, which examines nation's attention twice. In strators shouted: "Badge 16 travel
been a sign the British Klan
The view of Alabama is a.
By Appointment
a brutal incident — the club- 1954. the integrated local high must go!" (Badge 16 was the Throughout the tour the white was growing stronger and was
optimistic
one.
and
depressing
bing of a Negro youth by
their
little
of
Alabamians
said
number
of
the
patrolman
of
who
designed
to
group
editors'
tour,
school
welcomed
a
a
The
trying to attract attention.
Policeman — which precipitat- youngsters from Baltimore _had struck the youth),
vacation land, instead, they dis"I'm not saying that the Klan alter this pessimistic view natad the critical situation, the then in the throes of
gre- A meeting between the Ne- cussed Communism, alleged
ionally, has failed to do this.
1129 50. BILLEUE
conditions which led up to it ationtod
_ d demonstrate
desethat gro leadership, chairman of press distortion, economic re- did it," Shelton said from his
Small wonder that it failed,
and the Ne- home in Tuscaloosa, "but there for Alabama made no effort to
and the efforts of the communi948-7870
Crow
t belong in the the Human Rights Commis- prisals by the north
ty to cope with its problem.
lrn
.
w
sion and the Chief of Police gro.
classroom.
has to be a starting point some- join the Union before the ediSummarizing the pamphlet,
When disdtssing the Negro it where."
tors came.
a Negro's charge was swiftly arranged. It went
Miller stated that from the of.Inde1960-61,
facto segregation in the on for hours while the crowd was never in terms of equal
crucial
triggering incident, the
economic
the
participation
in
!outside
waited.
his.
tension lasted three months _ grammar schools led to a
The crowd finally dispersed society, but in terms of the
almost exactly the summer's tone decision by Judge Irving because "the Negro leaders "outside agitation that has led
Negro
Kaufman that "gave
length.
had at least been given an op- some Negroes to fight the ConIt involved the entire corn. parents the right to have their portunity to show that they federate system."
munity in a period of self-ex-,children transported to inte• had a case. The line of corn- It is logical to expect the Ala. .
culminating in the grated schools."
Negromunication
had been establish- bamian to attribute his prob,
adoption by the city adminis- After this victory,
nobody had walked out on lem to outside forces. For, to
ed;
tration of a 10-point program leadership focused on "other anybody." Violence had been examine the problem in terms
that went for beyond the con- old and burning issues: hous- averted.
of himself would lead to a
filet's immediate cause to ad- Mg, job discrimination, reladress itself to the entire corn- tions with police, etc." but
plea of Negro needs and griev- their complaints "became lost
in that amorphous bureaucracy
ances.
Among other things, the pro- known as City Hall."
gram sought to develop better Because of this, the municihuman relations among the pal administration, implementmembers of the police force ing Gov. Rockefeller's suggesand to attract more Negroes to lion, set up by resolution of
it: to foster more job oppor-'the City Council, a nine-man
tunities for Negro youth; to ex- Human Rights Commission in
pand recreation and utilize the iDecember, 1963. Two mem-
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Tells How Talk, Action Kept
Violence Out Of Race Tension

Klan Wizard
Plans To Hold
England Confab
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IT IS AWNING TIME!

2000 Pledge Daily
Marches In Chicago
By BRENETTA HOWELL , CO), the Rev. Daniel Mallette
(W5E); and University of Chiand SP BOSSETTE
CHICAGO
cago professor Alvin Pitcher.
Civil rights leaders pledged, "I'd like for each and every
to march every day until the; person to know there is no
problems surrounding the Chi- disunity in the civil rights
cago school situation have been! movement in Chicago," Rev.
solved.
Riddidlc said at an impromptu
They also planned to ask the i ership of the New York Demoto cratic party and can now be
astronauts
IV
Gemini
march with them on Moialay. expected to assert his rights to
The daily march pledge was leadership.
made after a delegation failed Wagner said his decision was
to get an audience with Mayor "based on long and painstaking
personal contemplation and on
Richard J. Daley.
Col. Jack Reilly, a mayor's consultation with my sons, with
aide, told the group the mayor other members of my family
would meet with their chosen and with intimate friends." He
committee Monday morning at said it was "final and irrevo9:30 A.M. This meeting would cable."
take place prior to Astronauts 'I say this without reservaEd White and James McDiv- tion or qualification of any
kind," said the mayor. "I have
itt's arrival.
The astronauts are schedul- not made my decision lightly.
ed to receive their only maiorl My sons are in full accord
city welcome in Chicago Mon-I with my decision and are gratiday. Plans for a ticker tape
parade and the "biggest wet. fied with it."
Wagner announced two weeks
come ever" are being made.
Although only 400 marchers ago that he might not run and
showed up at the beginning, in gave his two sons as one of
Soldier's Field, more than 2,the reasons. He said that since
000 marchers eventually showed to walk 24 abreast down their mother, Mrs. Susan Wagner, died last year he felt he
Stale street to City Hall.
Among leaders of the march should give them more of his
were the KRA% George E. Rid. time.
dick (SNCC), Sydney Finley
But observers also have not(NAACP). the Rev. Lynward
Stevens°, (TWO). John Mc- ed that the mayor has not been,
Dermott (CIC). Al Raby (CC- In his usual jaunty good health.1
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WHATEVER YOUR
REQUIREMENTS MAY BE

a

BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...

.a •

WINDOWS—CARPORTS—CANOPIES—PORCH
IT WILL PAY YOU TO GET OUR QUOTATION
BEFORE YOU BUY. ALWAYS THE LOWEST PRICES,
QUICKEST SERVICE AND EASIEST TERMS.
ESTIMATES FREE—NO OBLIGATION

SLIP COVERS
SPECIAL
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SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...
WANTED
20 New Tri-State Defender Carriers
In Walker Homes Subdivision
10 New Tri-State Defender Newsboys
In Lakeview Garden Area

Custom Tailored
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IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY
Fill in ordor blank billow or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397

4-31

St.mdma 3.Cushion Sois, I.
Cushion Chair, Plain and Pr;rif
Fabrics. Samples Shown in the
Home. Corded Seams. Snap
Fastene t. Cut and Fit in the
Home. rfa•y Terms.
LOWEST

/ES CO

°N IA
20% OF F
STOCK ON HAND
SAMPLES SHOWN
IN YOUR HOME.
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Your name

PRICE — EASIEST TERMS

Address

. ..,

Numbers of papers wanted

WILLIAMS
cHAIDE .5 AWNI G CO.

216 S. Pauline

Tel. 276.4431

Phone number

Mail the ahore to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tenn.
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Golfing With lii
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe

Golfers from St. Louis, Nash-1 Saturday night June 19 at the
vile, Mississippi and many bor.'Top Hats and Tails Club house
der towns are expected in tiwt for the golfers and their friends,
city when the Sam Qualls Golf'sponsored by the Pepsi Cola BotClub presents it's Sixth Annual tling Co.
Open Amateur golf tournament Proceeds from the golf tournJune 19-20 at Fuller Golf Court*. ament will sponsor a golf clinic
There will be 12 flights of golf. for youngsters up to 16. A bus
PREP SCHEDULES DRAWN of luring sensational prospects Four for men, three for women, will be at the YMCA Linden and
The Prep League teams are with exorbitant bonuses. There two for juniors, 2 for seniors and Lauderdale at 8 p. rn. Saturday
all set to go into the 1965-66 ath- are pros and cons on whether a duffers flight, With three tro- morning June 26 to furnish the
little golfers a free ride to the
letic campaign as drafts of the the plan will work Which will phies in each flight.
A big banquet is planned for clinic.
first
rens
the
also
give
choices
baseball
football, basketball and
schedules have been filed with in the rich players pool.
Joe Warlick, athletic director James Eubanks, star lefthandrecord for
for the Board of Education. The er for Arkansas A M & N and DETROIT, Mich. — A United! UGA's all-t1
new procedure should make for graduate of Douglass where he Golfers Association spokesman'player participa \was set in
a better organized circuit and
posted a 10-0 pitching record, predicted this week that the 1959, at Washington. D.C.,
a more profitable year.
National Open
was tapped in the draft by the group's 39th
when 502 professional and amaCommisPark
The Memphis
Golf Tournament—to be played,
in the
for
foottheir
York
Yankees
New
the
of
will
charge
be
sion
in Detroit in August — would!teur golfers compete
ball stadiums and the disbursing Fort Lauderdale, Fla. farm break all previous records,'National Open.
of game receipts. In a discus- team. The club has six months both in the number of partici- To handle this year's predictsion with one of the principals in which to negotiate with its pating golfers and in the size ed overflow, Sullivan told his
whose school did a bristling bus- selection. If no agreethent is of the gallery. Former heavy- audience thaLLGA had also reiness of selling tickets late in reached the player goes back weight champ Joe Louis heads served Detroit's popular Palighe evening on game days, says into the pool until the next draft. the list of entries.
mer Park Golf Course which.
that under the new set-up stu- Many of the players chosen Kelly Sullivan, co-chairman be said, "is just a wedge shot
dents and adult fans will have are high school graduates and of the UGA's Tournament or two from Rackham."
to purchase their game ducats college players andl must make planning committee, told mem- Sullivan, who is president of
from 1.. to R. are Gene Staples, Edward Gaskins, Willis '
earlier.
a choice between continuing bers of the Detroit Sports the Detroit Amateur Golf Club
DISTRICT CHAMPS Pictured above are the proud Carver
Rogers, Earl Brumley, Freddie Jamison, and Irving Norvell.
this
titles
or
for
their
knowledge
quest
District
and
required
be
Prep
will
I,
schools
The
Cobras, winner of Division
Broadcasters Association that —host group for the UGA Tourrow — Coach Crawford, I.arry Stevenson, Clarence .
Second
see
to
waiting
baseball
signing.
Most
are
ticin
Carver
advance
for
unsold
their
first
the
to get
past season. The crowns were
nearly 100 professional and 450 nament—preferred not to guess
Wilson Griffin, Jerry Smith, Eric Holman and Rus•
Coleman,
Nefirst
the
Carver,
kets back to the Park Commis- if price will be right before amateur golfers are expected at the total public attendance
as the Cobras compiled a 14-24 record.
sell Jamison. Standing — James Brumley, Willie Johnson,
sion office earlier than in the making up their minds. Pitts- to compete in the tourney when during the five-day event, but
to compete in the TSSAA sponsored Regional, was
team
gro
John Rankins, Ken Samuels, Gentry Delaney, Bob Jones,
past when the Board of Educa- burgh made a five figure offer it's
over Detroit's gave these reasons for his be. second to Kingsbury. The hidden talents of these lads were
played
last year to Eubanks and it was
Lewis Aldridge, Russell Smith and Whittfield.
tion was in charge.
rated" Rack- let that spectator attendance
by the patience, understanding, stern
"championshipforeground
to
brought
turned down and it's my bet that
MONK SIMON RETIRES
Course, August 23- would surpass all previous
Robert S. Crawford. Sitting
Golf
Coach
ham
of
guidance
careful
and
the junior portsider will be enyears.
Emmitt Simon, commissioner rolled again this fall at Arkan- 27.
nough time to work up enough sweat month. In that contest, it appeared that
and dean of officials of the sas. The huge bonus handed to
the 28-year-old lefty had come out of
Bluff City Coaches and Officials a sepia star isn't unheard of but
to call the effort worthwhile.
woods after blanking Los Angeles in
the
Association, will confine his ofsuch signings have been few and
Sunday's contest marked Pizarro's
ficiating duties this fall to work- Jar between.
first three innings. But, in the
the
sixth appearance this season and the on- fourth it happened
ing college games. Simon, one
DRAW
METS
Pizarro was tagWIN,
DODGERS
of the leading basketball and
ly thing gained from his performance ged for two runs and the Puerto Rican
The Los Angeles Dodgers, with
grid officials in the Mid-South,
master-all around man Junior
was the three runs and they went to the
is a registered official in the
import was ordered to the showers .
from the
Yankees who, by the way, looked like
Southwestern Athletic Confer- Gilliam reinstated
Anyone in the market for a good
them,
to
spark
ranks
coaching
ence SIAC and the Gulf Coast.
by THOMAS P1COU
the Bombers of the past by taking both
are perched happily atop the
left hander? Many major league teams
Before getting into officiating National League pennant race.
ends of the double-header.
imon coached at Manassas
without a doubt. But the "hands-off"
It doesn't appear that White Sox' and innings pitched, his name would be
However, the biggest news is
Tom Tresh emerged as hero of the notice for Pizarro has already scattered
high and LeMoyne College.
the amazing success story out Juan Pizarro will be able to assist his followed with nothing more than zeros,
out three consecutive the circuit and it's doubtful whether the
Prep League coaches learned of New York which has been
season, n o t which would probably be of more assis- day after banging
of Simon's decision when they manifested out of total failure. Chicago constituents this
off Pizarro to start Sox will be able to get rid of him, at
first
the
runs,
home
even on the trading blocks.
tance to the White Sox than the dismet in May to choose football
The New York Mets, in last
gave the Yankees least not until he wins a game and even
victory
The
game.
the
major
cry
officials for the coming season.
him,"
want
name
his
don't
"We
couraging digits which weigh
place in the N. L. with no reathe Sox in then it's questionable.
over
straight
Berman Sweet and Joe Atkins
third
their
sonable avenue of escape, were league managers. "If he can't win for to the bottom of Chicago's pitching
were moved up as referees to
series. In
game
four
recent
most
their
straight
games
three
in
bombed
win
can
At one point during the season, Piyou, what makes you think he
staff.
help take up the slack left by
by the Dodgers last week but
an earlier series the White Sox took two zarro could have been dealt to one of the
the retirement of Simon.
twin-bill
us?"
Sunday's
for
of
second
the
In
apparently the New Yorkers
MEMPHIAN DRAFTED
immediate need clubs in the American
Seemingly unfair to the Puerto Ri- against the Yankees. Pizarro strummed out of three from the Bombers.
strive on their lack luster perBaseball joined basketball and formances. Mets fans clicked can south-paw who last year won nine- his usual tune in the opening inning
In Juan Pizarro's case, the two- League. Maybe ft few in the National
football leagues in the method the turntiles to the tune of 57,175
Pizarro which might not have sounded bad if thirds inning he pitched in the nightcap League might have enjoyed a whack at
used to pick their professional to watch their favorites _lest teen games for the Sox, but
talent when the first draft was Sunday lose the opener of a dou- hasn't been able to get into the winning the Sox had been opposing him. But they was par for the course. The longest Pi- the chance for Pizarro's talent. But now,
held to regulate the here-to-fore ble bill to the transplanted Cali- column yet this year. In fact, if it wasn't weren't and It WAS the Yankees who zarro was able to go thus far this season it's only an illusion and th& possibilities
cut throat competition. It is fornians. Over 140,000 saw the
earned-run-av- took the bows after a three run attack. was four innings he put in against the of him being accepted by any one team
hoped by all that this will cure four game sweep. Winning isn't for his excessively high
games started The one inning barely gave Pizarro e- Angels'-et Comiskey Park early last are nil!.
of
number
his
some of the ills of the practice everything someone once said. erage and
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Louis Heads List In Nationals
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Pizarro finding It Hard To
Assist White Sox... Too Bad

DOG RACING AT ITS BEST

0.1-So11i rage re
Ft.14Alptcp
R11.
Secreta,in,Jir..7P0

1965 SEASON OPENS FRIDAY NIGHT 10—BIG 'PAYING PERFECT AS ITAIRWZIT42na
FIRST RACE 8:p.m.

THLAND

summer home of champions

•

BIG PERFECTA
•

•

JUNE 18th THROUGH OCT.12th
Air conditioned for your comfort
Elegant dining facilities* ***
Acres of free parking ******
Racing nightly except sunday *
Matinee every saturday 1:30RM.
INTERSTATE455 WEST MEMPHIS ARK.
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Girl Scouts Open Camp
Built By Cookie Sales

Scout Troops
Attend Camp

New Kamp Kiwani in Mid- Council Selections Committee.
dleton, Tenn., has a director Highlighting the joy of campfor Girl Scout established ing fun at Kiwani are the waterfront activities on t h e
camping this summer.
Mrs. Robert Dows, 6760 Ar- "Sweetest Lake in the World,"
nett, Place, Millington, will be Lake Okalawa, which was
noted in Girl Scout History as built by girls selling 312,000
a "first" as she is the first di- boxes of cookies. Swimming inrector of Kamp Kiwani, the structions, sailing and canoeing
first of four camps to be locat. will delight the fancies of girls
ed on the Sandy Springs Girl taking advantage of the availScout camp site. Kamp Kiwani able water fun.
is opened June 15 for estab- Brand new and never-livedin screened cabins, also built
lished camping.
by cookies, will be shared by
A Girl Scout since 1937. Mrs. four girls each.
Dows has served as a leader, The Counselor -in- Training
trainer, troop organizer, troop Unit is another special interconsultant, Senior Planning eat at Kiwani. This is a pracBoard Advisor, and director tical experience two year trainfor day camps.
ing course for older girls to
In 1963, she was selected as learn the art of camp counselthe adult to accompany Senior ing.
Scouts to the Asian World The responsibility of all this
Camp in Japan. She is present- will be in the capable hands
ly serving as troop consultant of Mrs. Dows for three twotrainer and chairman of the week sessions of 13 days each.

John Cummings, scoutmastei
of troop 159, Mt. Gilliam Baptist Church and Willie Horton,
scoutmaster of troop 195, Magnolia First Baptist Church took
their troops recently, to thefirst summer camp sessions at
Camp Currier, Udoria, Mississippi.
The boys enjoyed swimming,
canoeing, archery and many
other faculties available to
them at Camp Currier. The
camp is ideal for training and
it is equipped with excellent
staff and camp director.
Other troops from the Central District present were,
Troop 164, St. John Baptist
Church: Troop 100, Centenary
Methodist Church; Troop 141,
Foote Homes; Troop 144, Mississippi Blvd. Christian Church;
and, Troop 129, Bethel Presbyterian Church.

NEWSBOYS•

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.

HOME SERVICE
exell4911011XeoviseweeeteeteoseeeewirsedialiellenieSehr:)&11...

YOUR NAME
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AUTO SALEMAN — Bobby Smith, star
basketball player at Melrose High school
during the recent four years, is now on the
sale force of Bill Speres Chrysler-Plymouth, and here he is being congratulated
by Whittier A. Sengstacke, general manager
of the Tri-State Defender. Looking on at

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED
SERVICE

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL JUNE 15, 1965

Floor Models Reduced
$100"

right is Charlie Washburn, a veteran auto
salesman with Speres. Smith recently signed up as a student at Memphis State University and will play with the Tigers after
having received offers of scholarships from
inure than 125 colleges al universities
across the nation.

;Rust Students To Spend
Six Weeks At Iowa City
Twenty-one students from 15, for Iowa City, Iowa, to parI Rust college, Holly Springs, ticipate in a six-week InterIMiss., left the campus on June cultural Living Experiment.
The students were selected
from 40 students who were tested and selected by professors
from the Uni7ersity of Iowa
CAN YOU USE
during the Easter vacation.
The Intercultural Living ExMORE
periment is a cooperative project sponsored by the University of Iowa and the Mississipja, CONvESHEN1
pi Support Project in Johnson
%IP LOCATIONS
City, Iowa.
!WHERE FOIKi DICE YOU
The objective of the project
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE '
is to broaden the cultural, social and academic experiences
of students from Rust college.
While in Iowa City, the stu

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

OP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL

Open Nifes "NI 9 1 4556 SUMMER
Phone FA 3-1 1 71!2 RIG LOCATIONS Phone MU 2-461 1

Number of papers wanted weekly_
Phone number
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee4

lassified Ads...

dents will live in private homes
and work part time in business
establishments in Iowa City.
The Rust college students
will also take enriching courses
CADILLAC 1954
at the University of Iowa and
4 DOOR SEDAN
engage in various recreational
• rower Steering — Brakes
and cultural activities.
• Good Condition
• Good Tires
• Price $350.
MU 3-6822

Autos For Sale

This Week In
Negro History

For sale or swap Dodge Car for Diamond or what have you, the value.
398-4618
$1960 Super 88 Oldsmobile 4-1.) Sedan
Full power. air-505d., one owner
Call 397-1647

HOME FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL MARIANNA ST.
3 B. R. Brick, especially for executive Cr professional people;
palace inside, paradise outside.
Double carport, stone gar., imported shrubs .Wall-to-wall crpt
Air cond., V. B. Many other features too numerous to mention.
Must be seen to apprec. By appt.
only. Reduced for qu.ck sale.
W. C. HALEY, SR. 386-3182
Surety Realty Co. 386-9911

•

Apts. For Rent

FOR RENT
Newly Deco]a ted A pa rtment.
1086 South Bellevue
Across from future branch of Union
Planter
Bank.
Separate
ent nee.
double carport. floor furanoa haat. No
idi en.
$50 Month
Call 176.1178

Houses For Sale

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
DARLING HOUSE
• 3 BEDROOMS •
• DEN •
Modern. Eat in kitchen. Plus
car port. $450 down; includes
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
831 Alice, 2 B. R. Brick, large closing cost. Approximation,
gar., tile bath, sep. living and 672 month note.
dining rms., wall to wall crpt., • Shown By Appointment •
floor furnace heat. $9,850 with Call Mrs. Barber Martenn,
FHA low down payment. Seen 388-6618. Mrs Lealo Hendon
by appointment only. 946-5361 (broker), 1529 Madison Ave.

JUNE 16, 1866 — The Fourteenth Amendment to the U. S.
HOME FOR SALE
Constitution, giving
former
slaves the right of citizenship,
NEAR GRADE, JUNIOR
wes proposed in Congress.
& HIGH SCHOOLS
JUNE 17, 1775 — The Battle
CITY BUS BY DOOR
of Bunker Hill, in which many
3 LOVELY
Negroes saw action and died,
FIELDSTONE HOMES
took place.
2093 LARAMIE — 3 BEDROOMS,
18 FT. KITCHEN, CARPETED LIV
JUNE 18, 1941 — George ING & DINING ROOMS, CERAMIC
TILE
FENCED. ONLY $400
Washington Carver was awaal- DOWN.BATH.
HOUSE FOR SALE
FHA- SEE THIS.
ed the honorary doctor of 2102 LARAMIE — S ROOMS, LIV1957 DELMAR
ING ROOM & DINING ROOM CARscience degree by the Univer- PETED. CERAMIC TILE BATH,
Two bedrooms, living room and
sity of Rochester for his re- NEW 15 YR. GUARANTEED ROOF,
room
diving
combination.
AIR CONDITIONER TOO.
PEWS FOR SALE
search at Tuskegee Institute,
LEAVING STATE. THIS IS A GOOD 30 pews, 12
2250 DOWN, F.H.A.
foot In length.
398.5836 or 398.6610
JUNE 19, 1809 — The First BUY.
$1 G.I., PLUS CLOSING
LARAMIE — TRY TO MATCH
African Baptist church, believ- 2027
Mr. James Jones, GL 2-52.7
THIS! 2 BEDROOMS, 16½ FT. LIVed to be the first Negro Baptist ING ROOM & DINING ROOM CARMID TOWN REALTY, 452-311
40
PETED,
VENTAHOOD
KITCHEN
the United CERAMIC TILE BATH. PLUS
congregation in
110036 FOR SALE
A 20
Lakeview
Gardens
States, was organized in Phila- • 30 FOOT GARAGE WITH 9 x 20
Beautiful three bedroom brick, living
PRINTERS WANTED and
WORKSHOP,
LOVELY
LAUNDRY
dining room combination. firedelphia.
ROOM & ti BATH. OWNER WILL
place,
one
and
a
half
bath, oat In
SELL
(Male
EQUITY FOR
and Female)
$1.200. OR
kitchen, all electric. Large cloeets.
LOW DOWN PAYMENT.
carport FHA appraisal. GI or
Linotype
oper a tors,
proof- 'inubie
FHA loan. Call Mr. Geroge C. WillTHESE HOMES SHOWN
readers and floormen. Only ex- iam, — 398.5173 or 327-21186 —
air-conditioned and heating,
HY APPOINTMENT
perienced personnel should ap- Central• Soothland
Realty Co.
Solve Your Problems JUST CALL 386-3738
ply. Wile, Personnel Dept. co
SPRINGDAI.E
RAMONA,
1003
Chicago Defender, 2400
F. L. SNELLINGS
S.
With a Small, Low Cost
Early American brick,
LUCILLE SERE REALTY CO. Michigan Ave., Chicago 30616, area.
painted light green, white trim,
Real Estate Loan 1247 EVERGREEN - 274-5809
black shutters, boxwood shrubMember American Real Estate
bery. 3 B. R., tile bath. FHA,
60 Flat Monthly Payments Assn.
$11,775 with $375 down or asYOU ARE WELCOME
some loan for $1.600. Open for
Approx.
TO VISIT AND INSPECT THESE
BEAUTIFUL WELL CONSTRUCTED
inspection. BR 5-4296.
me.
Cosh Tel
LONGVIEW HEIGHTS HOMES.
For Sale by Owner, Choice Location
Poym•nte
Get—
3
Bedroom. Fieldstone Home. larger
I WILL GLADLY SHOW YOU ANY
$ 500.00
Corner Lot, Fenced back Yard. Corn*
S 12.90
TIME YOU WISH — JUST CALI.
see anytime. 792 E. McKellar
948F.
L.
SNELLING8
386-3738
$1,000.00
23.70
$
4532
$1,500.00
$ 34.50
1890 S. ORLEANS—CORNER A LIDA
Lovely corner opposite Jr. HI. LW$2,000.00.....
$ 45.50
ingroom. eat-1n kitchen. 4 hed MOT. Salesmen
and
saleswomen
I partly paneled) Suitable for Den
$2,500.00
$ 56.20
or Dining Room. Clone to schools ar. wanted to sell retail advertis$5,000,00
$110.82
hue.
ing in the Memphis market.
2027 LARAMIE —
FIELDSTONE We pay 25 per cent ard 30
Lovely 2 bedroom plastered home. per
Be Wise! Choose
cent cortract commission
20030 serene With it, Soh. laundry
room. 9n20 workshop. Buy this low on the dollar.
equity.
THE TRLSTATE DEFENDER
TERMITES-ROACHES
2093 LARAMIE
-FIELDSTONE 236
South Wellington Street
WATER BUGS-RATS
72 MADISON
A /ovely 3 bedroom pleatered home
Memphis, Tent.
with IR foot kitchen you will be proud
Licensed and Bonded
to own.
Dial JA 6-0637
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
PART TIME MAID
2102 LA RAMIE -- FIELDSTONE
EMBARRASSED
Call After 5:30 P.M.
room plaelered home plum air condiANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY 6tioner.
On bun line. Buy G. I. or F.
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
JIM, 275-9676
M.A. LOW D.P.

Furn. For Sale

BARWICK CHEVROLET
CHIP740
UNION
AVENUE
527-2664

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ONLY

1959 PLYMOUTH

$695

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

Station Wagon V-8, Automatic, Radio, Air Condition,
Good Tires White Wall, Heater
2 to Choose From, Both areMonza's, One 4 Door, One
Two Door, Still In Factory Warranty.
V-8, 4 Speed, Transm , 2 Dr., Hard Top
Impala, 4 Door, Hard Top, Radio, Heater, W.W. Tires
Factory-Air, Power Stern, Fine Quality.
Impala 2 Door Hardtop, V-8, Automatic Transmission.
(4 to Choose From)
Chia Convertible, V-Wagon Low Miles, Like New 4-speed
Transm.

$2495
2255
$1495
$2195
$1595

5395

6 Cylinder, Straight Transm., Nearly New
Tires, Good Sound Transportation.

1957 CHEVROLET

$595

9 Passenger, Station Wagon, 6 Cylinder
Automatic Transm. Good General Condition, Through Out.

1959'OLDS.

5495

Sedan, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires,
Extta Fine Transportation, With a
Big Car Ride, Only.

1958 STUDEBAKER

s235

Station Wagon, V-8, Automatic, 25 Miles
Per Gallon, Good Cond it i on, 6 Cyl.,
Standard Shift.

1955 CHEVROLET

5595

2 Door Hardtop. V-8, Automatic, Excellent
Condition.

1954 CHEVROLET

6 Cylinder, Straight Transmission, One
Owner. See to Believe.

DEAL WITH RELIABLE PEOPLE

"It's Better to
Borrow At 3 Bank"

AGENT AT THESE HOMES
SUNDAY 200 — 8:00
COME IN AND SEE THEM
F. L. SNELLINGS
3116-37:18
LUCILLE SERF. REALTY COMPASS
1217 N. Evnrgnron
174-5,109
Mem. Amer. Real Estate Ann.

All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
In

Your News

Stories To The

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
2 bedroom brick. enclosed back porch,
new-IT decorated Inside and out. Garage, nice lot. $11.500. FHA $450.
Includes All. Mr. Barham Martins,
398-6618, Leola Herndon, Broker —
276-4426
1529 Madison

Business Opportunity
FOR SALE
Snow ball machine New— only
Been in use for three weeks.
this is a bargain if ever want
to see one.
Mr. Georre Douglass
1308 So. Barksdale St.
275-8467

Tri-Stai*
Defender
236 South Wellington

IN CELEBRATION OF OUR 48 YEARS SERVING THE
PEOPLE OF MEMPHIS. IN THE MONTH OF JUNE WE
ARE GIVING ONE YEAR'S FREE-GREASING AND OIL
CHANGE-WITH EACH PUR CHASE.

EXTERMINATING CO.

State Sayings Bank

Mau

'395

Special Services

PEST

NOTICE.

CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
1955 CHEVROLET

Help Wanted

NEED MONEY?

USED CAR DEPT.

1965 CORVAIR
1965 MUSTANG
1961 CHEV.
1964 CHEVROLET
1963 KAR MAN

Vu

FUTURE ANIMAL DOC1oit— Miss Mildred Leroy Quinn,
an honor graduate in the 332-member class receiving degrees at Tennessee State university recently, plans a career
in veterinary medicine, and here the animal husbandr
major is seen feeding newborn pigs at the university farm.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith of 1170 Grant
st., she was secretary of the college chapter of New Farmers of America, a member of the Wonien's Senate. Hale
Hall dormitory, and was listed in "Who's Who Among St.dents in American Colleges and Universities." Miss Guinn
will enter the Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary Med.
'eine in the fall.

NOTICE

GENERAL
d6

s

Post

Offiy lox 311

We will to happy to
publish it for you
"F,.." Of An
chergis.

SPARE TIME EARNINGS SEWING
OR TY PING). WRITE TO BOX 1911.
WINSToN SALEM. N.C. ENCI is K
SCA!APED SE I.F-A DI Htb..70111
visLoPE OR 100 COIN FOR REPLY

O.Z. EVERS

Light assembly work to do at
home, Crestline Co. 68 421 Cummercial. Cathedtal City Calif

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
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ATHAN'S

N

LOAN OFFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 II 17$ BEAL STREET JA 6-5300

•

LOAN OFFICE
EPSTEIN
162-164-166 BEALE ST.

BONDS
Buy U.S.

PIC
rest.
ydron.
bun'
site
stud,

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450
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